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Abstract
Skills and knowledge of employees working in knowledge intensive business services
determine the success of the firm. The project-based way of working of these firms make
development of organizational capabilities hard to follow. Many firms make use of
knowledge management systems that list capabilities in order to aid employees manage these
projects. Few academic studies have looked into the importance to better understand what
their employees know and how the capabilities allocated in individuals and groups within the
firm are linked. Using the knowledge management system of Company X, an IT consulting
firm in the Netherlands, co-occurrence analyses were conducted to identify mapped available,
commercially-exploited and opportunity capabilities. This approach provides a comparison of
these three identified capabilities and highlights to some extent the emergence of latent
capabilities. Moreover, this research emphasizes on the exploitation and increasing efficiency
of organizational capabilities in a firm.
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Management Summary
Introduction
Knowledge is of uttermost importance for knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) that
are characterized by a high degree of reliance on professional knowledge (Miles, et al., 1995).
In these firms, knowledge management systems (KMSs) facilitate the documentation,
distribution and transfer of information and this knowledge (Voelpel, Dous, & Davenport,
2005). However, not much is done with the capabilities allocated in these systems. One
empirical study addresses further exploitation of the information available in KMSs for
KIBS. They developed an approach based on co-occurrence analysis to map the capabilities
available (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007). This makes valuable information stored in the
KMSs even more valuable and accessible for innovation. In particular, the study of Criscuolo
et al. (2007) made knowledge of an engineering consultancy firm visible by examining the
individual skills descriptions and the data stored in the organizations’ human resource
dataset.
This thesis strengthens empirical studies, with a case study performed Company X by
mapping of capabilities for KIBS, as only examined by Criscuolo et al. (2007). Furthermore,
this thesis pioneers in the exploitation of capabilities, understanding what their employees
know and how the capabilities allocated in individuals and groups within the firm are linked.
This empirical research explores the general constructs and the relationship between
available capabilities (i.e. total capability items of a firm), commercially-exploited
capabilities (i.e. capabilities that are used in the services a KIBS firm delivers to their
clients), opportunity capabilities (i.e. capabilities that have an opportunity potential) and
latent capabilities (i.e. available capabilities that are not commercially exploited). These
capabilities can be depicted in the Venn diagram below and results in the main research
question:
How can knowledge intensive business services make more efficient use of their
capabilities?

Method
The main approach used in this research to landscape the organizational capabilities involves
the data allocated in the KMS of Company X and serves as input data. Co-occurrence
analyses of words are used to better understand what their employees know and how the
iii

capabilities allocated in individuals and groups within the firm are linked. Co-occurrence
examines the number of times two words appear together in the capability description. This
information is mapped where the nodes represent the words and the links give an indication
about the relatedness between nodes. Also, the distance between the nodes indicates the
relatedness since, this research emphasizes on discovering the connection between the
different knowledge fields. Clusters are formed by the strongest linkages. Words that occur
more often in combination with other words are therefore mapped in closer proximity to each
other. Thus, capability linkages between groups and within groups can be explained via
clustering. Ultimately, the analyses of the visualizations, occurrence tables, link strength
tables and the link strength between and within clusters provide possible implications for the
firm.
Results
Mapping of three different capability types; available, commercially-exploited and
opportunity identifies interesting insights in the organization. The created visualization
improves the opportunity to explore the links between knowledge areas and people in a firm.
Moreover, it results in an improved understanding of what employees know and it gives a
better view of how knowledge allocated in individuals and groups within the firm is linked.
Data owners of Company X validated to some extent the capabilities and perceived the
analyses and information applied in this research as valuable and new. The core capabilities
of the firm and different portfolios are represented in an understandable manner and give
insights in how the capabilities are linked in the organization. Subsequently, this gives a
better overview of the capabilities and enhances the possibility of making a more efficient use
of these capabilities.
Combinations of the available, commercially-exploited and opportunity capabilities
address the emergence of latent capabilities, which are capabilities that are available in the
organization and asked by clients but not used. In the research performed at Company X
eleven item capabilities are formed into a category that defines the latent capabilities: senior
thinking advice. Corresponding to the IT consulting sector this can be translated into a
service where risk of clients firms are analyzed in an IT maturity analysis and solutions are
implemented. Company X is working on a service that tries to fill this gap. The latent
capabilities are then transformed into commercially-exploited capabilities.
Discussion and Conclusion
Many of the tools used to analyze capabilities are focused on manufacturing firms. Interest
for this research flourished from bridging the gap in the field of mapping of the capabilities
for KIBS, further exploiting of these capabilities and discovering latent capabilities.
For KIBS understanding of their capabilities is essential as reliance on skilled
professionals is high, since clients demand new solutions for recent problems. For companies
like Company X it is vital to constantly explore what the best way to analyze their
capabilities are and how this can be communicated to the clients. An overview of the most
frequently occurring capabilities does not cover the value of a large organization as Company
X. The techniques used and method applied give a more elaborated description of the
organizational capabilities, give organizations the opportunity to understand their capabilities
that are available, commercially-exploited, opportunist and latent, and give insights in how
consultant represent themselves to the clients.
By exploiting a KMS that allocate the capabilities of the employees of Company X,
mapping of the capabilities, and exploration of the relationship between capability clusters
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was possible. Hereby, it was attempted to map the organizational capabilities that consist of
available, commercially-exploited, opportunity and latent. This approach was conducted to
produce visualizations of these capabilities and examine patterns of latent capabilities.
Important insights in the nature of capabilities in the firm and departments were identified
where other methods showed to be unable to capture this information.
The methods used in this research can be generalized in many firms. Implication and
decision making cannot only be based on conventional market demand, rather also based on
the organizational capabilities available in the firm. Management has the possibility to relate
the strategy of the company to the existing organizational capabilities of the firm. Both these
aspects should be in line, otherwise attraction of capabilities outside the firm is necessary to
realize the strategy. With the use of this method reasoning can go the other way around: what
are the organizational capabilities and what are the implications that can be drawn to make
the strategy for the organization. This is highly relevant for the firm concerning this case
study and other firms related in this sector. Every organization that documents capabilities of
the employees in a KMS has the ability to map the capabilities. The incentive for
organizations not operating as a KIBS is less given that reliance on highly educated
employees is different.
This research focused on the analyses of the dataset for one period and, therefore,
exploration of capabilities over time could not be done. Further investigation into mapping of
capabilities over time can show insights in the development of the capabilities of KIBS. The
main point of focus for this research was not on the mapping of the capability correlation of
projects. How capabilities in a team determine the success of projects and whether certain
capability combinations correlate to the success of a project in terms of financial performance
can be studied in much greater detail in future. This could result in the discovery of capability
combinations that are more fruitful then others. Also, certain combinations of capabilities of
employees might be brought together in order to add the most value to the business.
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1.

Introduction

This chapter describes the general context of the problem that is addressed in this research.
After a short description of the overall research outline, the scope of the research is covered
in detail. This involves information about the focal firm, formulation of the research
questions, scientific and societal relevance and the conceptual framework used.
Knowledge and learning are increasingly of high value for every organization (The
Economist, 2017). For knowledge-intensive service firms the emphasis on this aspect is even
higher. This is because these firms provide knowledge and skills as a service to their clients.
In literature service based firms1 are covered as knowledge intensive business services
(KIBS) (Miles, et al., 1995). For knowledge intensive business services, increasing project
performance capabilities is important. Hence they tend to spend a considerable amount of
resources on knowledge management (KM) and matching KM systems. Knowledge
management as used in many KIBS involves the creation and sharing of knowledge between
employees and clients (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007). However, knowledge is only
valuable to firms when it is exploited to build competitive advantage through developing
capabilities (Teece, Pisano and Shuen, 1997).
Abundant valuable information can be extracted from these KM systems to make
decisions on future innovation projects. Mapping of patent data as innovation indicators is
often done for patent analyses, the same holds for citations networks that are mapped for
publication analyses (Hinze, Reiss, & Schmoch, 1997). Furthermore, there is a large amount
of literature measuring capabilities and diversification with patent data available (Breschi,
Lissoni, & Malerba, 2003; Kay, Newman, Youtie, Porter, & Rafols, 2014). However, there is
limit attention of measuring capabilities in the field of KIBS.
Information on the expertise of employees in the form of keywords, certificates and
skills allows the use of co-word and proximity analysis (Danowski, 1982; and Callon,
Courtial, & Laville, 1991). These can be used to visualize available capabilities by mapping
of the knowledge/skills items as a network graph, and allow further clustering on the basis of
the relatedness in between. Landscaping of the knowledge and skills enables a clearer
understanding of the capabilities in KIBS (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007).
This research provides new scientific evidence by investigating the identification and
understanding of capabilities for KIBS, how capabilities allocated in individuals and groups
are linked and how to make efficient use of capabilities. It focuses on the difference within
the available capabilities in a firm and identifies them as either commercially-exploited
capabilities, or what I call latent capabilities (i.e. available capabilities that are not
commercially exploited). Furthermore, it highlights opportunity capabilities (i.e. capabilities
that have an opportunity potential) proposed by Teece (2007).
Reviewing the data available is interesting to determine the balance between ‘what a
firm does’ and ‘what a firm knows’ (Dosi, Grazzi, & Moschella, 2017). Large companies
tend to operate in more than one product or service. On one side, diversification of the
product space, and related product portfolio determines the firm’s growth into new areas of
interest (Bottazzi, Dosi, Lippi, Pammolli, & Riccaboni, 2001). On the other side, the (lack of)
1

In the literature service based firms can also be addressed as professional service firms (PSFs) (Maister, 1993).

1

availability of the appropriate human capital in the firm constrains and determines the success
of the innovation of new products (Nelson & Winter, 1982). Questions about the patterns and
directions of diversification are also proposed by Dosi et al. (2017). However, Dosi’s et al.
(2017) paper focusses on the relationship between patenting profiles and patterns of product
diversification. In this study the relationship between capabilities and patterns of services
diversification is explained.

1.1

Scope of research

In this section the scope of the research is specified. This includes a deeper understanding of
the formulation of the research question and selected focal firm.
1.1.1 Research question
The research question delves into the available capabilities of the firm and how to innovate
from thereon. The following sub questions will aim at connecting innovation and knowledge
mapping, and the implementation of this within the firm under case study. To give answers to
these questions a literature study will be conducted.
Main research question
The main research question that will be answered throughout the research is:
‘How can knowledge intensive business services make more efficient use of their
capabilities?’
Sub research questions
To properly answer the main research question the subsequent sub research questions are
answered:
‘To what extent can KIBS make strategic use of their capabilities and how can
they further exploit their capabilities?’ (See chapter 2)
In order to answer this first sub question a literature review was conducted to identify
theoretical literature about the origin of services and the information technology (IT) sector.
Moreover, the importance of capabilities as knowledge, certificates and skills, knowledge as
strategic source, co-occurrence analyses and exploiting capabilities are reviewed. Empirical
studies have also been researched to look into ways of visualizing capabilities.
1

2 ‘How can a KIBS analyze its available capabilities?’ (See chapter 3)
This question provides a foundation for the visualization of the capabilities in a firm. For this
purpose, data from the firm (KIBS in the IT consulting sector of the Netherlands) under case
study were used.
‘Which capabilities are commercially-exploited, remain latent and which are
opportunities in a KIBS?’ (See chapter 4)
This question will be resolved by identifying the commercially-exploited, opportunity and
latent capabilities in a firm.
3

‘Can the visualization of the knowledge and skill components in terms of their
relatedness help identify why some (combinations of) capabilities remain latent?’
(See chapter 5)
Resolving the last question will identify shortcomings and potentially new ways to translate
and develop latent capabilities.
4

2

1.1.2 Company X

1.2

Scientific and Innovation Sciences relevance

In this section it is explained why and how this research fits and contributes to Innovation
Sciences. This research fits Innovation Sciences with a contribution to the fields of the
knowledge economy and Information Technology. Scholars address the importance of KIBS,
because they act as innovation intermediaries. These intermediaries connect people, ideas and
resources, and help others with the spread of innovations by collaborations.
Understanding and exploiting what the available capabilities are in a firm is a
complex task for large firms. Some firms have a large human resource database with a lot of
valuable information on human resources that is similar to the ones of the firm under case
study of this thesis. This research can be used to help other innovative firms to understand
their capabilities through visualization techniques and to increase awareness of the
3

applicability of these capabilities. Few academic studies have looked at the comparison of
graphs to identify commercially-exploited and latent capabilities and thereby little
comparable research is available. New insights in these visualizations techniques will offer
opportunities for decision making at strategic and organizational level.

1.3

Conceptual framework

This section traces the development of the research framework by examining the main and
sub research questions in a Venn diagram. The empirical research explores the general
constructs and the relationships between available, commercially-exploited, latent and
opportunity capabilities. The conceptual framework is shown in Figure 1, 2 and 3. The
framework depicts how the available capabilities are differentiated in latent capabilities and
commercially-exploited capabilities.
Opportunity capabilities embed on the one hand sensing and shaping of new
opportunities (see Figure 3). Firms need to invest effort and resources to get access to
information of client’s and supplier’s demands and needs (Teece, 2007). This will identify
and shape opportunities, but involves constantly scanning, searching and exploration of
markets and technologies (Nelson & Winter, 1982). Thereby, it also addresses a part of the
latent demand (Teece, 2007). Sensing opportunities is depicted in the opportunity capabilities
area this involves the whole red opportunity capabilities area.
Opportunity capabilities also involve the seizing of opportunities. If the opportunities
are sensed, they need to be exploited in the form of either services, processes or products
(Teece, 2007). Commercially exploited activities of the firm under case study can be put into
practice easily because they already are exploited by the firm and in line with the capabilities
demanded, i.e. Figure 4 shows the overlapping commercially-exploited yellow area and
opportunity capabilities red area. Additionally, latent capabilities that exist in the focal firm
can be used to build services, processes or products, i.e. Figure 4 shows the overlapping
latent capabilities green area and opportunity capabilities red area.
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Figure 1: Available capabilities inside the firm.

Figure 2: Available capabilities consist of Commercially-exploited capabilities and Latent capabilities inside the firm

Figure 3: Opportunity capabilities exist inside and outside the firm.
Figure 4: Agglomeration of Figure 1, 2 & 3 depicts the conceptual framework that gives an answer to the main research
question.
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2. A theoretical discussion about strategic exploitation
of capabilities for KIBS
This section addresses the origin of the services and the IT sector. Furthermore, the
importance of KIBS, knowledge-based innovation and knowledge as a strategic source is
reviewed. A theoretical discussion is used to identify not only theoretical literature, but also
empirical studies. This involves information about co-occurrence analyses and visualizing
capabilities. The discussion gives enough justification to answer the first sub question:
‘To what extent can KIBS make strategic use of their capabilities and how can they
further exploit their capabilities?’

2.1

Services

This paragraph starts by discussing the origin of the services and IT sectors, importance of
outsourcing complex IT cases, and what innovation within the services sector means.
2.1.1 Origin services and Information Technology sector
Throughout centuries the focus of economic activities changed from agricultural to
manufacturing into service-based activities. With the growing wealth people become more
saturated with material consumption, whereby a transition from goods to services is noticed.
Services are different in comparison to products, due to their intangible, non-storable/nontransportable, and interactive character. Hence, the traditional products view is not fully
applicable to services (Miles, 1993).
Further investigation of the shift from manufacturing into service-based activities
resulted in two different views on the emergence of services. Several researchers talked about
the rise of a post-industrial society around the 1960s and 1970s (Miles, 1993). The total
demand for services grew, mainly due to deployment of unemployed workers. Their job was
to monitor the automation process of manufacturing. This growth also resulted in a shift of
the technical skilled work into a more managing type of roles. Other researchers viewed the
growth of services as a negative trend, since they claimed that de-industrialization went handin-hand with low productivity growth. This view highlights the importance of the dependence
on low skilled workers and their services which were delayed. Researchers from the UK and
USA claimed that the growth of services is as a burden on the manufacturing industry, and
they consider see re-industrialization as the solution to this problem (Miles, 1993).
Subsequently, the shift to service-based economies can also be seen as a problem with
the service sector being an innovation laggard in comparison to the manufacturing sector.
There are two views that analyze this problem. The first view explains the fact that when
manufacturing goods prices dropped, this affected the industry, with as consequence a shift to
a more self-service industry (Gershuny, 1978). The other view (in the field of manufacturing)
argues that service innovation was only possible after product innovation (Barras, 1986).
These two views stemmed critique and Milles (1993) suggests that not all the services can be
considered the same. There are service areas that slowdown innovation, but there are also
areas that lead. Furthermore, on the road to a true knowledge society the equilibrium between
manufacturing and service will change. The last criticism includes the difficulty of
measurement of innovation by economists (Miles, 1993).
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In a world where the intensity of knowledge is still rising, changes to more service
based activities are noticeable. Firms that combine knowledge and service based activities are
addressed as knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) (Miles, et al., 1995). KIBS are
characterized by a high degree of reliance on professional knowledge. They operate as the
primary source of knowledge and information services, or they operate as an intermediary
source (or broker) of services, for their clients. Moreover, the services a KIBS delivers to
client firms determine their competitive importance (Miles, et al., 1995). Two important
aspects characterize KIBS, first a high degree of customization. Thus, standardization of
output for other clients is sometimes not only inapplicable but also dangerous. The second
aspect is that, client contact defines the face-to-face interaction that is highly common. This
implies that service and quality is of uttermost importance and must be managed carefully.
Therefore, senior employees need to require specialized capabilities. The combination of the
two aspects mentioned, demands highly skilled employees (Maister, 1993).
Furthermore, KIBS can operate in different business sectors. This study concentrates
on the application of the IT services sector that is essential for economic growth in the recent
decades, in this research these KIBS are defined as IT consulting firms. Beliefs about services
that are characterized by labor intensive activities and have little opportunities for
productivity growth are obsolete. They contradict with two tendencies in the Information
Technology services sector that attribute to growth. Firstly, the digitalization of information
and processing capacity by microelectronics increases. Secondly, a transition from data
processing to information handling technologies is perceived. The telecommunications
infrastructure is used as the distribution network and facilitates this growth. However, access
to this network and information involves Research and Development (R&D) and highly
skilled employees. Moreover, growth of other sectors is closely linked to the dominant
activities of the IT services sector and by that a core technology (Miozzo & Soete, 2001).
Nevertheless, Miozzo & Soete (2001) are not the only researchers that signify the importance
of IT. Perez (2009) highlights the current information and telecommunications technology as
the fifth technological revolution in time.
2.1.2 IT consulting sector
As specified, the current techno-economic paradigm is IT based (Perez, 2009). Existing firms
encounter difficulties in understanding and implementation of IT for new business units and
processes. This problem significantly contributes to opportunities for the IT industry
(Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 2000) and led to the acceleration of the acknowledged IT outsourcing
by other organizations. In the recent twenty years this contributes to the fast growth of the
computer and software services sector (Lacity & Hirschheim, 1995). This is not the only
reason organizations want to outsource their IT activities. This is also the result of costs and
risks savings or to enhance the focus on core competences of their own organizations (Lacity,
Hirschheim, & Willcocks, 1994). Another reason is the large contracts that are budgeted
between some multinational computer services firms and large client firms (Willcocks &
Fitzgerald, 1994).
For all the above-mentioned reasons IT consulting firms are considered as complex
indispensable entities that address new client needs and significantly enlarge the contrast with
already in-house organized IT activities (Miles, 2003). These firms try to facilitate and
improve technology adoption around e-commerce, web-hosting, online banking, digital
economy, and more. Growth in this sector is triggered by the increasing importance of IT and
frustration and hope around implementation of IT. Accordingly, a transition emerged from a
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traditional view that involves only consulting activities to a more active role. This active role
covers implementation of ideas and technologies. In other words the role of the IT consulting
firm is to optimize business processes with technical know-how, and manage, implement and
maintain infrastructure, and finally includes business information development. All these
characteristics together contribute to the business objective of clients (Lyer, Ravindran, &
Reckers, 2006). The complexity in understanding the technology and adoption difficulties of
these technologies in combination with continuous changes put the IT consulting firm in a
profitable place. With their capabilities they are able to innovate to a more information based
economy.
2.1.3 Service innovation and the importance of capabilities
Despite the traditional view of services as innovation laggards, there is also an increasing
amount of literature on service innovation. The concept of service innovation is addressed in
the four-dimensional model of service innovation designed by den Hertog et al. (2010). This
can be regarded as a tool that helps to map, analyze and discuss these services changes.
In the recent years, the IT applications around us brought opportunities for services,
more specifically service innovation. These opportunities are not only visible in highly
technical areas with complex systems but also in lower technical areas with more simple
systems. The whole society experiences and adopts IT applications every day, deliberately or
not. Opportunities for services that are highly visible, innovative and disruptive are for
example: Spotify, Uber, Airbnb, and Netflix. Some of these technologies replace products,
incremental and radical changes are made to existing technologies to deliver the best solution.
Innovations in services are treated differently than the traditional product innovations.
Therefore a tool can be used that map, analyze and discuss these services changes. With this
tool changes are managed in a more structured and detailed manner. The tool is known as the
four-dimensional model of service innovation, designed by den Hertog (2010).
All the four dimensions together make the service innovation a multi-dimensional
phenomenon, where crosslinks are made between the different dimensions. These crosslinks
defines the importance of capabilities. IT consulting firms need to know their capabilities to
outcompete other commercial firms or at least they need to sustain their competitive
advantage. In this research the focus lies on the strength of a firms own capabilities and
resources. Teece, Pisano, & Sheen (1997) propose a dynamic capabilities framework that
elaborates on the strength of the inherent capabilities of entities. This framework aims to
analyze the sources of wealth creation and wealth capture by the firms.
Dynamic capabilities are known as the ability to achieve new forms of competitive
advantage. Dynamics means the capacity to renew competences in order to align with the
business environment that is constantly changing. Firms’ innovative responses are
characterized by the ability to react when time-to-market is critical, technologies are
changing, or emergence of competitors arises. In this theory benefits lies in the routines of the
firm shaped by processes and positions. Path dependency and technological opportunities
guide the way for the organization, the routines, values, culture and capabilities must be built
because there are difficult to acquire (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997).
Moreover, the concept of R&D fits service innovation badly and is not used often by
professional service firms. However, interest in capabilities of firms in this aspect rises and
Janssen, Castaldi, & Alexiev (2016) aim to operationalize a set of dynamic capabiltities for
service innovation. The framework designed by den Hertog (2010) relates to the aim of
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Janssen et al. (2016) and captures dynamic capabilities in a service context. Therefor, the six
complementary capabilities provided by den Hertog (2010) are empirically tested and are
defined by the capacity to obtain and use new knowledge in services. Identification of
capabilities (that all have distinct roles) is done by sensing user needs and technological
options, conceptualizing, (un)bundling, coproducing and orchestrating, scaling and
stretching, and learning and adapting capability.
The combination between the four dimensions and the importance of the contribution
of capabilities defined by the links and values, leads to almost every time unique service
innovations (Janssen, Castaldi, & Alexiev, 2016). Furthermore, in a service innovation there
is the possibility of a dominant dimension that could be the result of the uttermost importance
of dominant capabilities in a firm. After all, this dimension stimulates changes in the other
three dimensions, in order to be successful (den Hertog, 2010). All this can be depicted in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Four-dimensional model of service innovation. From managing service innovation: firm-level dynamic
capabilities and policy options, by den Hertog, 2010, p. 42.

2.2

Knowledge-Intensive Business Services (KIBS)

To better integrate studies that are accountable for service and manufacturing innovation
Castellacci (2008) developed a novel sectoral taxonomy. In this framework it is possible to
combine the manufacturing and service industries. The basis of this framework lies in two
main characteristics of the industrial sectors, either of the function this sector assumes as
recipients and/or providers of leading services, knowledge or products. This happens between
and within industries (i.e. the stage in the vertical chain). Or either by the technological
activities that are characterized by the dominant innovative mode and strategies that are
adopted (i.e. their technological regimes and trajectories). In this second characteristic it is
important to highlight the role of vertical linkages and inter-sectoral knowledge
flows/exchange between manufacturing and service industries (Castellacci, 2008). Hereby, in
this typical framework a more accurate characterization of sectoral patterns of innovation is
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possible. These characteristics create four different sectoral groups with their own features, as
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Taxonomy of sectoral patterns of innovation in manufacturing and service industries. From Technological
paradigms, regimes and trajectories: Manufacturing and service industries in a new taxonomy of sectoral patterns of
innovation, by Castellacci, 2008, p. 983.

The main focus for this thesis lies on the KIBS. Therefore, interest is allocated to the
advanced knowledge providers group, where two sub-groups are represented in this sector:
specialized suppliers of machinery, equipment and accurate instruments represent
manufacturing. The other group represents providers (not recipients) of specialized
knowledge and technical solutions (KIBS). Commonalities within these sub-groups are
identified by the high level of final goods and services to other industries, likewise by the
sector that is capable of developing novel technologies and diffuse them to others. The whole
advanced knowledge providers group is represented as a supportive knowledge base, which
involves the fundament of innovative activities in their own operating sectors (Castellacci,
2008). However, in this group a distinction can be made between the technological-based
KIBS firms that have a relatively higher amount of highly educated employees in comparison
to professional KIBS firms (Fernandes & Ferreira, 2013).
The innovative activities of KIBS are different compared to the manufacturing
industry, the mainstream R&D is not a common practice for innovation. Furthermore,
professionals that are staffed at KIBS mainly do have high educational degrees but further
connections with universities or other forms of access to basic knowledge are limited. On the
other side, KIBS learn and thereby innovate from the projects they engage in. Certain
solutions that are commonly used are extrapolated, or co-produced with own clients, or either
they make use of solutions that have their origin in different form of contexts.

2.3

Knowledge as strategic source for KIBS

Skills and knowledge of employees working in professional service firms determine the
success of the firm. These firms do not deliver products but they do deliver services to their
clients. The services are translated in different projects in which they operate for and with
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their clients. Subsequently, in these projects the capabilities/human capital2 of their highly
skilled employees are applied and the opportunity to develop new capabilities in each of these
projects is high. This results in an iterative process of development for the capabilities used in
the projects. In other words, capabilities (involving the skills and knowledge that people
possess) are constantly growing and extremely important (Grant, 1996).
Furthermore, in the IT sector capabilities are also defined by certifications and many
of these certifications are recognized across the whole industry. The skills and knowledge
attributed in these certificates are applied by firms worldwide. Thus, it is recognized as a part
of the capabilities of an IT professional (Quan, Dattero, & Galup, 2007). However, in the fast
changing IT industry some certifications have restricted time value and thereby embed the
increasing value of recent certificates. Thus, IT professionals need to be kept up-to-date. The
relationship between IT certifications and the turnover of a firm is investigated by Quan &
Cha (2010). They conclude that the largest part of the turnover is gathered by recently
acquired certifications (Quan & Cha, 2010).
2.3.1 Managing knowledge in KIBS
Knowledge (capabilities) of employees can be registered in the firm and can have the
potential to create value for the firm. However, the knowledge needs to be managed. Grant
(1996) addresses five characteristics that underlie a proper knowledge management. One of
the primary tasks of management is to coordinate and integrate these capabilities throughout
the organization. For a firm to sustain their competitive advantage, transferability of the
resources and capabilities between and within firms is highly important. This resource-based
view is further specified by Barney (1986).
The first characteristic provides the transferability of the resources and capabilities.
However, this process is complex and many problems may arise. Knowledge can be divided
in tacit and explicit (non-tacit) knowledge this first type of knowledge involves transmission
problems. A distinction between the two exists in the mechanisms for transfer and the
transferability (across time, space and individuals). Tacit knowledge is identified as ‘knowing
how’, subjective knowledge that is difficult to write down such as skills, experiences and
ideas. Explicit knowledge is identified as ‘knowing about’ the facts and theories, and
identified as objective knowledge. This knowledge can be written down and transmitted
easier (Grant, 1996).
The second characteristic is the capacity for aggregation. The identified transferability
aspect of knowledge involves transmission and acceptance of knowledge, which depends
partly on the potential to aggregate knowledge. Knowledge acceptance includes the
absorptive capacity of the recipient (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). For the transmission of the
knowledge a common language like statistics enhances the efficiency of knowledge
aggregation.
Thirdly, appropriability defines the ability of a resource owner to collect revenues
equal to the value that is created by that resource (Teece, 1987). The appropriability of
knowledge exists in the quality to be reproducible and imitable. However, certain problems
arise because of the difficulty of transferring certain tacit knowledge. Some of this knowledge
is ingrained in the culture of the organization this makes extraction and implementation of
this knowledge somewhere else difficult. Thereby, also explicit knowledge goes through
2

In this research the term capabilities is used.
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problems. Firstly, knowledge as a public good can be sold to everybody without losing it
(Arrow, 1984). Second, the knowledge is available for potential buyers via marketing
knowledge (Arrow, 1971).
The fourth characteristic describes the specialization in knowledge acquisition.
Because our brain has limited capacity to acquire, store and process knowledge people need
to specialize themselves in particular areas of knowledge. The fifth and final characteristic is
the knowledge requirements of production. Knowledge is required to transform inputs into
outputs. All these five characteristics together give a fundament to the management of
knowledge (Grant, 1996).
In this research the first characteristic transferability of capabilities is addressed and
related to the question: How is it possible to manage Knowledge a notion you cannot see,
notice or grab? The sharing of knowledge happens not only face-to-face but there are also
technical interaction tools to assist. One of these technologies is defined as knowledge
management systems (KMSs) (McFadyen & Cannella, 2004; Voelpel, Dous, & Davenport,
2005). These KMSs facilitate the sharing of knowledge, by documenting, distributing and
transferring information, as well explicit as tacit knowledge. This contributes to
organizational effectiveness (Voelpel, Dous, & Davenport, 2005).
In addition, this makes it possible to analyze and manage the knowledge available.
KMSs come with costs; more than $4.8 billion is spent by sixty percent of the global
corporations (Babock, 2004). The KMSs involve intranets, bulletin boards, groupware and
electronic communities of practice. The electronic communities of practice can be used to
post questions, share knowledge, and provide space for reference material (Erwin & Keenan,
2001; Babock, 2004). Benefits for firms by using such systems are for example costs savings
and increase sales volume. Thereby, a downside is noticed, not all employees within a firm
are willing to share their knowledge with others (Erwin & Keenan, 2001; Voelpel, Dous, &
Davenport, 2005).
As previously mentioned, the capabilities of employees are important for KIBS firms.
Registration of these capabilities can deliver great opportunities for firms to solve the
coordination, integration and increase project performance. For KIBS knowledge
management and matching KMSs embeds not only the creation and sharing of knowledge
between employees, but also between employees and clients (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan,
2007). So, registration of knowledge in these KMSs adds value to the firm. Nonetheless, the
data that is documented in the KMSs have the possibility to contribute significantly to the
firm. Much of the information that is stored in these systems is ‘on the shelf’ but ignored.
With this information decisions can be made in relation to firms’ strategy and organization
(Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007). Application of the data available in these KMSs is a
point of interest and will be covered in this thesis.
2.3.2 Mapping knowledge & capabilities of KIBS
Already in 1997 Granstrand, Patel, & Pavitt highlighted the application of technological
fields of patenting as basic units of analysis to examine possible mixtures of firms’
competencies in technological areas. This method is universal, reasonably stable and
operational. Furthermore, a patent examiner only grants a certain patent in a given field if the
application has the competence to improve a technology significantly, this establishes only
relevant competences. Thereby, the method assists firms’ management and scholars to
understand what firms know. Subsequently, Dosi, Grazi, & Moschella (2017) tried to find an
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answer to the relationship ‘what a firm does’ and ‘what a firm knows’ by matching
information on products and patents at a firm level in a newly developed dataset. They
provide evidence for the relationship between patents and products. Their analysis shows that
firms are more product diversified than technology diversified. Moreover, their main
products are more related to exploitation of innovative knowledge.
Mapping of patent data as innovation indicators is often done for patent analyses, the
same holds for citations networks that are mapped for publication analyses (Hinze, Reiss, &
Schmoch, 1997). However, recent technology trends increased the computational power and
improvement of algorithms. These aspects formed the base for the creation of large network
graphs (Klavans & Boyack, 2009). There is a large amount of literature measuring
capabilities and diversification with patent data available, e.g. a recent study by Kay,
Newman, Youtie, Porter, & Rafols, (2014) provided the technology space as a network graph
of different technology fields established on mining patent data. In this graph subset of areas
that are correlated with a typical technical domain can be depicted.
Due to the discovered relationship between patents and products mapping of the
knowledge in manufacturing firms is possible (Dosi, Grazzi, & Moschella, 2017). For
manufacturing firms the input of patent data and analyzed patent networks contributes to
‘what a firm knows’. Limitations arise for non-manufacturing firms without patents. The
focus of this thesis is on KIBS where emphasizes on knowledge is high and the statement on
‘what a firm knows’ even more. How can KIBS identify the capabilities they have in their
organization and how are these capabilities structured and evolving trough interaction
between employees?
In order to give an answer to the question this research is based on co-occurrence
analyses. Through this approach, mapping of the capabilities within the firm are established.
Visualization causes further exploration of the links between knowledge areas and people in a
firm. Moreover, visualization provides KIBS to better understand what their employees know
and how the capabilities allocated in individuals and groups within the firm are linked
(Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007).
The amount of empirical research regarding the mapping of capability items of KIBS
in a network graph is limited. Nonetheless, one empirical study writes about the further
exploitation by visualization of the information available in KM systems. Criscuolo et al.
(2007) make knowledge of an engineering consultancy firm visible by examining the
individual skills descriptions and they make use of proximity analysis of the data stored in the
organizations’ human resource dataset. They are able to map the knowledge and skills of this
firm. The use of proximity analysis for patent data is not novel Breschi, Lissoni, & Malerba
(2003) previously applied this technique. They used co-classification codes contained in
patent documents to measure knowledge-relatedness. However, Criscuolo et al. (2007)
transported this technique to the field of KIBS and overcome the limitations for firms without
patents to map their capabilities.
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2.4

Conclusion of the literature review

This chapter elaborates on the first sub research question more specifically this section
summarizes the answer to the proposed question:
‘To what extent can KIBS make strategic use of their capabilities and how can they
further exploit their capabilities?’
2.4.1 Research gaps
Knowledge is of uttermost importance for KIBS that are characterized by a high degree of
reliance on professional knowledge (Miles, et al., 1995). The high level of development and
usage of capabilities within the projects of KIBS generate increasing capabilities for
employees working in these projects (Grant, 1996). KMSs facilitate the documentation,
distribution and transfer of information and these capabilities (Voelpel, Dous, & Davenport,
2005).
However, not much is done with the capabilities allocated in these systems. One
empirical study addresses further exploitation of the information available in KM systems for
KIBS, they developed an approach based on proximity and co-word analysis to map the
capabilities available (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007). This makes the valuable
information stored in the KM systems even more valuable and possible to innovate through.
In particular, the study of Criscuolo et al. (2007) make knowledge of an engineering
consultancy firm visible by examining the individual skills descriptions and the data stored in
the organizations’ human resource dataset.
Mapping of data is previously investigated and large contributions in literature
examine the mapping of patent data, e.g. the studies performed by Breschi, Lissoni, &
Malerba (2003) and Kay, Newman, Youtie, Porter, & Rafols (2014). The input of patent data
and analyzed patent networks can result in ‘what a firm knows’ for manufacturing firms
(Granstrand, Patel, & Pavitt, 1997; Dosi, Grazzi, & Moschella, 2017). However, these studies
limit their attention to the field of manufacturing firms with patents. Hence, Criscuolo et al.
(2007) bridge the gap with services firms more specifically KIBS.
This thesis strengthens empirical studies in the mapping of capabilities for KIBS as
only examined by Criscuolo et al. (2007). Furthermore, this thesis pioneers in the exploitation
of these capabilities and addresses further questions: how do KIBS know what capabilities
they use, are asked in the market, are latent and how can they make efficient use of their own
capabilities? The answers to these questions are examined in the proposed conceptual
framework.
2.4.2 Conceptual framework
Application of the available capabilities in a firm is important, but how to make efficient use
of these capabilities in relation with the data available in KMS. Firms want to know, what
they know and with the help of co-occurrence analyses this can be realized. Mapping of the
capabilities within the firm are established and further exploration of the links between
knowledge areas and people in a firm is possible. Moreover, a better understanding of the
knowledge of employees and how the knowledge allocated in individuals and groups within
the firm is linked (Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan, 2007). In order to better understand the
nature of knowledge within a KIBS, empirical data from COMPANY X is used. The KMS of
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this firm includes a larger amount of information. Nonetheless, for each individual only their
certificates, self-reported keywords and skills are used.
Ultimately visualization tools can be used to visualize available capabilities by
mapping of the total capability items of a firm as a network graph, and further clustering of
these on the basis of the relatedness in between. Furthermore, similar visualization analyses
are used for the commercially-exploited capabilities. These capabilities attribute the
capabilities that are used in the services a KIBS firm delivers to their clients. Lastly,
opportunity capabilities are also visualized and characterize the capabilities that a client
demands. The co-occurrence analyses used in these three different types of capabilities
provide a visual framework to analyze the extent to which these capabilities are linked
between people and groups, are exploited and can be exploited.
The exploitation of these capabilities first consists of the comparison of the
visualizations of the available capabilities with the commercially-exploited capabilities. The
aim is to identify mutual capability areas. In order to retrieve validation and additionally
information about the commercially-exploited capabilities interviews with data owners are
executed. The second part is intended to further compare the visualizations of the available
capabilities with the commercially-exploited capabilities. Where not only mutual capability
areas arise, also different capabilities are shown; latent capabilities (i.e. available capabilities
that are not commercially exploited). Here the focus is set on the reasoning behind the
shortcoming of latent capabilities and possibilities to exploit these capabilities. Additionally,
the opportunity capabilities are compared with the other visualizations to sense and seize
potential opportunities.
Thus, by combining the findings addressed by Criscuolo et al. (2007) and Dosi et al.
(2017) efficient use of capabilities can provides new scientific evidence and addresses a
research gap. Not only is the difference between the available capabilities in a firm, the
commercially-exploited capabilities and opportunity capabilities are visualized. Also, latent
capabilities create attention as the available capabilities that are not commercially-exploited.
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3.

Method

This section describes the empirical analysis inspired by the theoretical framework including
the reasoning behind the chosen research approach. Moreover, a part of this section embeds
the type of the data collected and data sources used. Ultimately, the methodology used and its
application to the chosen case will ultimately give an answer to the main research question:
‘How can knowledge intensive business services make more efficient use of their
capabilities?’

3.1

Research setting

The goal of this study is to examine and understand how KIBS can make more efficient use
of their capabilities, followed by the ability to use knowledge as a strategic source in the IT
consulting sector.
3.1.1 Methodology
To achieve this goal, various theoretical literature including guidelines, frameworks and
theories are reviewed and contribute to the theoretical fundament of the research questions.
Moreover, informal interviews with eight employees of different departments inside
COMPANY X helped to define the research based on the data availability. These interviews
contribute to the awareness of a knowledge management system (KMS). This KMS at
COMPANY X has evolved as a response to facilitate the documentation and sharing of
explicit and tacit knowledge throughout the organization, project information, and more. In
relation with the paper written by Criscuolo, Salter, & Sheehan (2007) this represent a key
source of inspiration for the empirical approach used to capture the selected theoretical
concept.
Thereby, the matchmaking between the empirical approach and the case study at hand that is
representative for other IT consultant firms is important. The main approach used in this
research to landscape the organizational capabilities involves the data allocated in the KMS
of COMPANY X and serves as input data. Co-occurrence analyses of words are used to
better understand what their employees know and how the capabilities allocated in
individuals and groups within the firm are linked. Co-occurrence examines the number of
times two words appear together in the capability description. This information is mapped
where the nodes represent the words and the links give an indication about the relatedness
between nodes. Also, the distance between the nodes indicates the relatedness since, this
research emphasizes on discovering the connection between the different knowledge fields.
Clusters are formed by the strongest linkages. Words that occur more often in combination
with other words are therefore mapped in closer proximity to each other. Thus, capability
linkages between groups and within groups can be explained via clustering. Ultimately, the
analyses of the visualizations, occurrence tables, link strength tables and the link strength
between and within clusters provide possible implications for the firm.
COMPANY X that operates as case study for this thesis has information stored in a
customer relationship management (CRM) platform. This platform holds information about
projects, hours, sales, recruitment, development of employees, expenses, planning, and
resources and so on. All this information is documented in one big database. For the purpose
of this research five datasets are exported, an impression of the content in and relations
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between these datasets is shown in Appendix A. Dataset 1 to 3 involve certificates, skills and
keywords that employees filled in. Dataset four involves the billable hours of employees on
projects and are filled in by team managers. The fifth and last dataset embeds the requested
projects that are either fulfilled or unfulfilled and are inserted by resource managers.
The first stage of the exploratory analysis involves identification of the available
capabilities. These are addressed in the second sub research question and lay the foundation
for the mapping of the capabilities in a firm:
‘How can a KIBS analyze its available capabilities?’
Grant (1996) identifies the growing importance of human capital/capabilities that
involve skills and knowledges. Besides, Quan & Cha (2010) mention that IT certificates can
be seen as a type of capabilities. Thus, a selection on the capabilities of employees includes
the indicators certificates, skills and keywords that employees register3 in the KMS. For the
three different indicators not only individual landscaping of the capabilities is done, but also a
landscape aggregate of these capabilities is made that represents the concept available
capabilities of a KIBS.
The second stage describes the answer to the third sub question that highlights the
commercially-exploited, latent and opportunity capabilities:
‘Which capabilities are commercially-exploited, remain latent and which are
opportunities in a KIBS?’
The commercially-exploited capabilities are structured in six portfolios: they represent
five areas and one undefined4 area. In this research the commercially-exploited capabilities
are defined as: the available capabilities (certificates, skills and keywords) that a person, who
is working on a project (in a certain portfolio) for a client, possesses. Thereby, it is assumed
that this person uses the capabilities he or she possesses. An aggregate of the capabilities
addressed in the portfolios represent the concept commercially-exploited capabilities.
Besides, the correlation between skills and certificates of people working in projects is
investigated.
The third stage provides detail information about the opportunity capabilities that are
characterized by the capabilities that clients demand. All projects requests that are either
fulfilled or unfulfilled are documented in the KMS. Name, description and type of work of
these projects are merged, and serve as visualization input. Because of the recent trends in the
IT sector that are altering the landscape in the sector (Bughin, Chui, & Manyika, 2013). A

3

The firm that is used for this case study encourages their employees to complete their capabilities in a KMS.
For a KIBS it is essential to match client requests efficiently and quick. However, matching of employees with
projects happens mainly via an informal way. If the capabilities of employee allocated in the KMS is kept up to
date and inserted correctly. This information can be used to automate the process that matches the profile of
employees with the client request (currently the firm is testing a proof of concept). Therefore, managers and
board members encourage their colleagues to keep their profile up to date and fill in all their capabilities. Only
the skills field involves standardized item options, employees can chose different skills. The other two indicators
are open fields, employee can name their certificates and keywords items themselves.
4
One portfolio is undefined: some projects cannot be attributed to a specific portfolio area. In the KMS they are
either defined as blanks or as non-purpose areas.
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two folded distinction is made for projects requests that are requested 2.5 year ago (Trend 1)
and 2.5-5 years ago (Trend 2).
The last stage discusses the latent capabilities that are characterized by the available
capabilities that are not commercially exploited yet. These capabilities are formed by
examination of the difference between the mapped available capabilities and the mapped
commercially-exploited capabilities. Besides, findings of employees that work for
COMPANY X contribute to the exploration of latent capabilities.
3.1.2 Data collection
The main purpose of this study focusses on the capabilities of employees within a KIBS.
Therefore, the term Knowledge Management System is used to describe the human capability
part of the system. An useful understanding of the structure of the concepts used in this
research can be depicted in Table 1.
Table 1: Structure of concepts used in this research
Concepts

Dataset used

Indicators

Available capabilities

Certificates
Skills
Keywords
Aggregate
Aggregate
Projects
Correlation

Certificates
Skills
Keywords

Commercially-exploited capabilities

Opportunity capabilities

Internet of Things (IoT)
Adoption & Transformation
Cloud Infrastructure & Hosting
Digital Workspace
Security
Undefined
Trend 1
Trend 2
Difference between available
and commercially-exploited capabilities

Requests

Latent capabilities

Certificates, Skills, Keywords and Aggregate datasets
First a dataset with all the individual indicators certificates, skills and keywords of active
(working currently at the firm) employees is needed. Thereafter, a dataset that represents the
concept available capabilities that is an aggregate of the individual datasets is needed.
The three different datasets that consist of multiple different columns and one similar
column that represent the employee names are exported to Excel. However, only employee
names, certificates (in the dataset named as education), keywords and skills columns are
needed for this analysis. For the three datasets certificates5, skills6 and keywords7 the same
5

However, the first analysis begins with the exploration of the content of the individual certificates of
employees available in the KMS of the firm. A first frequency table shows a number of 4683 certificates of
which 374 distinct certificates, including 38 empty cells, e.g. human error. This brings the total number of
certificates to 4645. Furthermore, it must be noticed that many of the certificates were addressed under different
names with the same meaning. For instance, there is no difference between PRINCE II and PRINCE 2 these are
both the same project management methodology. To tackle this problem a classification of the certificates that
can be addressed as the same knowledge base is made (based on information attributed on the certificates sites
and information given by employees of the firm under case study). This classification embeds merging of:
certificates with the same meaning that are written-down differently, the updated versions of certificates that
consist of the same knowledge, and certificates that are originated with the same knowledge base (see Appendix
B). A new column with the revised certificates names is added. This column is used form now on in this
research.
6
Languages skills as Dutch, English and Deutsch are removed. Many employees list them as skills and thereby
these skills influence the co-occurrence network too much.
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data collection method is applied. Certificates, skills and keywords items words are addressed
as capability items, to make further readings easier. In Appendix C a more thoroughly model
can be depicted how to make use of the data collected and transformations necessary.
Projects and Correlation datasets
From the KMS a dataset is exported that holds information about active external projects (in
April 2017) and billable hours of employees in this research defined as Projects dataset.
Among others only the columns that represent the project name, project supervisor, employee
name, and proposition (name for portfolio) are important. Projects that involve work at a
client are selected (no internal projects). All this information is exported to Excel and
transmitted into a pivot table.
Furthermore, a selection is made of the billable employees (supervisors and team
members) on projects in a typical portfolio. This makes it easier to identify the portfolio ant
their corresponding projects and billable employees. This list of employee names is cleaned8
and compared with the list of employees that have inserted some kind of available
capabilities in the form of the indicators keywords, certificates or skills. If there is a match
between the row names an output value will be produced, this is the available capabilities of
that person. All the available capabilities of these employees together can be noticed as the
commercially-exploited capabilities within that portfolio. This is done for all the portfolio
areas (see Appendix D for a more extensive data transformation model). Furthermore, the
correlation between the skills and certificates of people working in projects is investigated
(see Appendix E for the applied data transformations).
Requests dataset
From the KMS a dataset that holds information (non-standardized) about the requested
projects of clients is exported to Excel. Employees document these capabilities in whole
sentences with no general rules. Information about projects that are either fulfilled or
unfulfilled is listed. Important columns in this dataset represent the status name of the project
request, the description and type of work of the project request. As mentioned, a two folded
distinction is made for projects requests that are requested 2.5 year ago (Trend 1) and 2.5-5
years ago (Trend 2). This involves that all columns named as project name9, description and
type of work and meet the requirement of Trend 1 or Trend2 are copied and paste onto a new
worksheet. A new column is made that puts all the column cells behind each other. This
column is copied on a new worksheet10 and is saved as a Text (Tab delimited).

7

Employees have the possibility to document words that characterize their capabilities. Mostly these are items
that are not listed in for example the skills or certificates. Additionally, some capital letters alone represent their
main job characteristics this can be YP, P, M, T, A or BC. Those represent respectively Young Professional,
Project Manager, Manager, Technical Consultant, Account Manager and Business Consultant.
8
It must be noticed that some names on this list did not correspond with the names on the other lists. This can
be explained with the use of an example, in the list of employees working in a portfolio a name was documented
as Jan de Vries. In the available capabilities list names where documents as: Vries, Jan de. Therefore, some
names did not match but are attributed to the same person.
9
All the names of projects consist of a number that starts with MP, this part of the name is deleted, because this
will pollute the mapping of the projects and their names.
10
The descriptions of the projects are very subjective and non-standardized, therefore the data needs to be
cleaned. Many signs as ;, , \, /, |, &, #, <, and > are removed. Moreover, many Dutch conjunctions are removed,
e.g. de, het, een, op, daarnaast, want, deze, and many more.
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3.2

Research approach

The research approach that is described in this section embeds the same method that is
applied for all the available, commercially-exploited and opportunity capabilities (see, Table
1 for more information about the structure of these capabilities). Furthermore, items represent
the different capabilities as skills, certificates and keywords that employee filled out.
3.2.1 Visualization tools KH Coder and VOSviewer
This research draws on two visualization tools. First the basis of ‘KH Coder’ is explained.
Co-occurrence networks are designed by this program and give a general overview of the
items in a network in a clear and understandable way. The program draws a network diagram
that maps the words with similar appearance patterns. For example, the high degrees of cooccurrence are shown with connected lines (edges). In the ‘KH Coder’ network graphs, word
locations are arranged with a Fruchterman & Reingold (1991) method that arranges words in
a specific order so that the networks are easy to read. The Fruchterman & Reingold (1991)
algorithm visualize the co-occurrence matrix the same as non-metric multidimensional
scaling. Thereby, the algorithm presumes that all the nodes in a network are linked to each
other by springs. Mapping of the nodes starts from an initial position and repositioning of
these nodes to minimize the energy used by the so-called spring system.
The other program called ‘VOSviewer’, maps data as an alternative to the
multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique. However, it can be considered as a weighted
MDS with proximities (van Eck, Waltman, Dekker, & van den Berg, 2010). ‘VOSviewer’
shows visualizations with better clustering abilities and has more opportunities to zoom into
certain clusters. The program structures nodes into groups, representing grouping of densely
connected nodes and separating sparsely connected nodes. Clustering of nodes in groups
happens according to the density of the cut and Shi and Malik’s normalized cut (Noack,
2007). To visualize the nodes in a network in a 2D space in an attractive way ‘VOSviewer’,
VOS stands for the visualization of similarities, layout technique is used and act on a quality
function that needs to be minimized (Van Eck, 2015):
𝑄(𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ) =

1
1
𝛼
𝛽
∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 ‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ‖ − ∑‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ‖
𝛼
𝛽
𝑖<𝑗

𝑖<𝑗

𝑥𝑖 : Location of node i in 2D Space
𝑎𝑖𝑗 : Weight of edge between nodes i and j
𝛼 and 𝛽: Attraction and repulsion parameters (𝛼 > 𝛽)
Not the standard VOS layout technique is used but, the technique similar to LinLog
(Noack, 2009) with the setting 𝛼 = 1 and 𝛽 = 0 is used11. Moreover, Chen & Buja (2009)
consider in their meta criterion, the setting of this alpha = 1 and beta = 0 as the optimal
attraction and repulsion values for co-occurrence networks. As mentioned, the strength of
lines between nodes is LinLog/modularity normalized. Normalization is achieved the same
way as LinLog layout technique and the modularity clustering technique (van Eck &
Waltman, 2016). The LinLog model is also known as the energy model proposed by
Davidson & Harel (1996). Considered with an optimal energy these models are consistent
with the clustering with optimal modularity. These two representations of networks are
complementary and therefor often used together (Noack, 2009). The mapped capabilities by
11

For some visualizations an attraction of 1 and repulsion of 0 are not representative, to create understandable
and logical graphs. Adjustment of these factors is necessary and can be depicted by the visualizations made.
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‘VOSviewer’12 the size of the nodes depends on the weight that is indicated in two ways: as
the number of edges nodes have with other nodes and the other as the total strength of the
edges of a node. The different colors that belong to the nodes represent the different clusters
to which nodes belong to. Moreover, the distance between the nodes indicates the relatedness
of the items in the network. Overall, the closer nodes are located to each other, the stronger
the relatedness of the items. The edges (lines) that are drawn identify the strength of the links
(van Eck & Waltman, 2016; van Eck, Waltman, Dekker, & van den Berg, 2010). Clusters are
formed by strongest linkages. Words that occur more often in combination with other words
are therefore mapped in closer proximity to each other.
3.2.2 Research method process addressed in steps
The first step is to open the appropriate ‘Text’ (Tab delimited) file and pre-process the data
with the ‘KH Coder’ program. In the pre-process a co-occurrence analysis is made and
described by Danowski (1982) as proximity matrices. These matrices analyze and visualize
how many times a word exists in a text at a certain distance from other words. Subsequently,
a co-word analysis is applied, which has the ability to state the relationship between cooccurrence of keywords that are most significant (Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991).
Afterwards an occurrence list can be exported to ‘Excel’. This list is put in a table to examine
the top 20 items. This encourages the understanding of the amount of items that are
frequently used.
The following step, involves the establishment of a co-occurrence network13 of words.
The program draws a network diagram that maps the words with similar appearance patterns.
For example, the high degrees of co-occurrence are shown with connected lines (edges).
Words that are plotted closely together do not mean that they have a strong co-occurrence
(Higuchi, 2015). In this graph thicker lines represent stronger edges and larger nodes
represent higher frequency of words, additionally this is also indicated by a larger font size of
the nodes. Besides this the color coding that is used is called the degree centrality: from light
blue through white to pink the increasing degree centrality is shown. This is simply the
measurement that indicates the amount of edges a node has.
Mapping of all co-occurrence information will fill the screen entirely with lines. To
get the most information available in combination with a network that is understandable, a
filter on the co-occurrence information is necessary. Thus, a filter term is used to map the 60
most important lines, in all the networks graphs the minimum filter term frequency will be
indicated. Moreover, the association between words is determined by the Jaccard coefficient,
and highlights whether or not specific words co-occur. The so-called word-occurrence is
determined irrespective of the appearance frequency (Higuchi, 2015).
Furthermore, the words indicated with nodes and co-occurrences indicated with edges
are shown below the network graphs, e.g. ‘N 44 (63), E 89 (1012), D .094, Min Jaccard .135’
indicates that 44 words were drawn as nodes, 89 co-occurrence as edges, and the density is
calculated as 0.094. This density characterizes the number of co-occurrences that are actually
drawn divided by the number of co-occurrences (edges) that could exist. The numbers
between the parentheses identifies the numbers of nodes and edges in the input data. So this
indicates that in this example network graphs only strong co-occurrences are depicted. The
12

This network is obtained with the use of ‘VOSviewer’ software developed by Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo
Waltman (downloaded from the website: www.vosviewer.com).
13
These networks are mapped with the use of the ‘KH coder’ software toolkit of network analysis (downloaded
from the website: https://sourceforge.net/projects/khc/).
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‘min. Jaccard’ represents the threshold level, i.e. the indicated value of the weakest
occurrence in the figure (Higuchi, 2015).
Afterwards, a same co-occurrence network of words is made with a filter term that
shows all the edges in the network possible, filter to around 100 nodes. This enlarges the cooccurrence information and with the ‘VOSviewer’ visualization tools mapping of larger
understandable network structures is possible. Thereby, weighted co-occurrence of the
certificates, keywords and skills will visualize clusters of words that will make it possible to
identify and understand capabilities used in the firm. Co-occurrence information is often
represented as a (weighted) network graph. Using this toolkit of (social) network analysis,
projects the complex network of co-occurrences on a 2D map for an overall visual exposition.
To export the occurrence network from ‘KH Coder’ to ultimately a readable file for
‘VOSviewer’ some steps need to be taken, see Appendix F for the complete process.
‘VOSviewer’ has the ability to structure networks differently than ‘KH Coder’.
Lastly, the within and between link strength can be depicted in the visualizations of
‘VOSviewer’. However, to give a proper justification of the strength within and between the
clusters real numbers are needed. To estimate the within and between total link strength of
cluster groups some calculations need to be made. Extract the ‘Pajek’ network, partition and
vector file form ‘VOSviewer’ and save them in a notepad file. Load those files into ‘Excel’.
For the within link strength, create a new worksheet and columns that add all link strength of
nodes that go to nodes of the same cluster group. For between cluster link strength, add all
link strengths of nodes that go to the corresponding other cluster group. Put them all together
in a table, this table makes an easily readable and understandable strength of the links
between and within clusters. These numbers can be used to justify the within and between
link strength of the visualizations.

3.3

Quality checks

In this section the quality of this research is checked via lines of feedback from the data
owners. Besides, all the steps that are taken in this research to arrive at the results can be
depicted in appendices.
3.3.1 Lines of feedback
For this research the term validation is expressed in lines of feedback from relevant data
owners. Implications of the network graphs are discussed and further obtained by giving
feedback to members of the different portfolios, also to other members in the organization.
All this is done to tackle the problem that capabilities inserted in the KMS and which are
thereafter mapped, are not in line with the capabilities used by the firm.
Firstly, this is incorporated via a presentation for employees in the firm under case
study. These were employees that are situated around the different portfolios and on the
overarching business portfolios. The content of this presentation involved an outline of the
research, focused on the method and results. The mapped capabilities are discussed. From
there onwards, semi-structured interviews (see Appendix AR) with portfolio members and
general managers provide answers on the mapped capabilities. Questions were asked to
investigate whether mapped capabilities were in line with their findings. Moreover, if the
capabilities were in line with the vision of the company and if there were other conclusions
that can be drawn from this research. Together these lines of feedback will contribute to the
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generalizability, conclusions and reflections of this research. Because, the results are
discussed with data owners the typical lines of feedback of the indicators and concepts are
defined in section five the answering of the research questions.
3.3.2 Reliability
In this study, COMPANY X delivers the appropriate data to investigate. This company is
selected because they have much information documented in their KMS. Analyses on the
data available contribute seamless to the research question of this study. This data available
in the KMS serves as input for the visualization tools and the output of these tools in
combination with the lines of feedback can be used to draw conclusions and further
implications.
The mapped available capabilities of the firm show similarities with a reference
method designed by Criscuolo et al. (2007). They make knowledge of an engineering
consultancy firm visible by examining the individual skills descriptions and the data stored in
the firms’ human resource dataset. Thereby, they are able to map the knowledge and skills of
this firm and they share further implications that state the potential of the understanding of
these capabilities. Additionally, a second reference method of Dosi et al. (2017) try to find an
answer to the relationship ‘what does a firm’ and ‘what does a firm knows’ by matching
information on products and patents at a firm level in a newly developed dataset.
Nonetheless, this research adds certificates and keywords to the available capabilities
of a firm. Thereby, this research elaborates on these two papers by providing a visual
framework to analyze the extent to which these capabilities are exploited commercially,
remain latent, or can be identified and seized as opportunities.
Moreover, the replicability of the results of this study is taken care of. The data
collection section of this thesis is elaborate as every step of the collection is reconstructed in
detail. Furthermore, classifications and more in depth steps can be looked up in the appendix
part of this thesis. Also, reference to other sources should make it easy to replicate. Many
organizations provide attention to the digitalization of capabilities of their employees. If they
do so, this thesis can be used as a guide to understand and visualize the extent to which
capabilities of the organization are exploited commercially, remain latent, or used as
opportunities.
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4.

Results

In the results section the fundamentals for the answers to research sub questions two and
three are addressed.

4.1

Concept Available Capabilities

This analysis first includes the indicators certificates, keywords and skills separately14.
Afterwards an analysis of the aggregate of these items is done that represents the concept
available capabilities. This paragraph lays the foundation for the explanation of the sub
research question two:
‘How can a KIBS analyze its available capabilities?’
The analysis of the concept available capabilities explores the content of the indicators
certificates, skills and keywords together. In total 33.423 items are listed by employees
divided in 3.186 different items. Table 2 indicates the top 20 of the most occurred items (see
Appendix P for the top 60 occurrence table). Two certificates and methods that frequently
occur are ITIL and PRINCE2. ITIL stands for Information Technology Infrastructure Library
and is an IT service management practice, the goal is to align business needs with IT services.
Moreover, PRINCE2 (Projects IN Controlled Environment) is a project management method.
Table 2: Top 20 high occurrence available capabilities items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
571
489
452
410
329
312
283
278
272
257

Item (total 3186)
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCSA
PRINCE2
T
PRINCE2foundation
DigitalWorkspace
ITIL
support
consultant
Server-MCTS

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
253
250
238
237
234
225
214
196
191
190

Item (total 3186)
Server-MCSE
Onsite
ServiceDesk
Excel
Windows7
WindowsXPProfessional
MicrosoftOffice
P
M
Management

Of the total 3186 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 77, results in 100 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 8. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 77 and all the links 4900 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 9 and designed with the use
of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 3 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix Q for the whole list).

14

The results for the different indicators certificates, skills and keywords can be depicted in respectively
Appendix G, J and M.
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Table 3: Top 20 high link strength available capabilities items
Ranking

Link strength Item (total 100)

ClusterNr Ranking

Link strength Item (total 100)

ClusterNr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

18,7944
18,5398
18,4258
18,2546
18,0948
17,9685
17,8089
17,7363

WindowsXPProfessional
Excel
PRINCE2
Projectleiding
Projectplanningenbesturing
ProjectPlanning
Windows7
ITILIncidentMgt

2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

17,2
17,0907
16,7528
16,6319
16,6096
16,4169
16,4121
16,2911

2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

9

17,5573

1

19

16,1954

10

17,4943

Projectopzetenorganisati
estructuur
MicrosoftOffice

Visio
ITILProblemMgt
ITILServiceLevelMgt
PRINCE2foundation
Coaching
ITILConfigurationMgt
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Implementatie
management
WindowsServer2003

2

20

16,0826

Leidinggeven

1

2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 9 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 4.
Table 4: Between and within link strength clusters of available capabilities items
ClusterNr
1
2

1
251,7741
105,4346
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2
71,158
189,3506

Figure 7: Available capabilities mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,491) ‘N 39 (100), E 60 (4900), D .081’

Figure 8: Available capabilities mapped (consisting of 100 nodes, 2 clusters, 4900 links and 617,72 as total link strength)
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4.2

Concept Commercially-exploited capabilities

For the analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities the same method as for the
available capabilities is addressed. The available capabilities of employees working in the
same projects within a portfolio are mapped together. These are translated in seven sections
including one undefined portfolio15 within the firm. Afterwards an analysis will is done of the
items together. This section lays the foundation for the explanation of a part of the third sub
research question:
‘Which capabilities are commercially-exploited in a KIBS?’
In the dataset it must be noticed that there are projects without portfolio area in total
15. This brings the number of active projects at clients to 314, see table 5.
Table 5: Commercially-exploited projects
Portfolio indicator

Amount of projects

Appendix number

Internet of Things
Adoption & Transformation
Applications & Data
Cloud Infrastructure & Hosting
Digital Workspace
Security
Undefined

1
62
51
51
124
10
15

R
S
V
Y
AB
AE
AH

Total

314

The analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
seven portfolios including one undefined portfolio indicator together. In total 14412 items are
listed by employees divided in 1900 different items. Table 6, indicates the top 20 of the most
occurred items (see Appendix AK for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 6: Top 20 high occurrence commercially-exploited capabilities items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
274
269
244
186
183
171
160
154
138
132

Item (total 1900)
Server-MCSA
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
T
DigitalWorkspace
PRINCE2
support
Onsite
ServiceDesk
Server-MCSE
Server-MCTS

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
128
124
122
118
112
106
105
98
96
96

Item (total 1900)
Windows7
ITIL
PRINCE2foundation
WindowsXPProfessional
consultant
Excel
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
MicrosoftOffice
Technisch
WindowsServer2008

Of the total 1900 distinct items a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. Here for, a
words term frequency of minimal 32, results in 100 selected words. A filter on the edges on
the top 60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use
of ‘KH coder’ in Figure 10. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is
possible to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 32 and all the links 4812 are
visualized for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 11 and designed
with the use of ‘VOSviewer’.

15

The results for the different portfolio indicators can be depicted in the Appendix see Table 5.
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Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 7 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AL for the whole list).
Table 7: Top 20 high link strength commercially-exploited capabilities items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link
Strength
20,5698
19,4058
18,999
18,961
18,8187
18,7504
18,1521
17,838
17,7093
17,4677

Item

ClusterNr Ranking

WindowsXPProfessional
Windows7
WindowsServer2003
Excel
WindowsServer2008
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
Windows8
MicrosoftOffice
Visio
PRINCE2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Link
Strength
17,015
16,6299
16,4419
15,5571
15,4612
15,3373
15,3355
14,8828
14,8682
14,7105

Item

ClusterNr

TCPIP
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCSA
ITILIncidentMgt
PRINCE2foundation
ITILProblemMgt
ITILConfigurationMgt
ITILServiceLevelMgt
ProjectPlanning
Technisch

1
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 11 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 8.
Table 8: Between and within link strength clusters of commercially-exploited capabilities items
ClusterNr
1
2
3

1
188,182
59,1461
55,2824

2
79,3861
140,9408
28,2656
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3
11,3106
7,2853
30,3298

Figure 9: Commercially-exploited capabilities mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,486) ‘N 40 (100), E 60 (4812), D .077’

Figure 10: Commercially-exploited capabilities mapped (consisting of 100 nodes, 3 clusters, 4812 links and 600,13 as total
link strength)
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4.2.1 Correlation between commercially-exploited capabilities of projects
Another fruitful way of exploiting the information contained in the commercially-exploited
capabilities is to map the correlation between the skills and certificates of people working in
the projects. First an occurrence table of the different projects and their related skills and
certificates is made. Thereafter, a correlation matrix is made. This matrix services as input for
the clustered skills (see Appendix E for the applied data transformations).
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 9 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AM for the whole list).
Table 9: Top 20 high link strength correlation projects items
Ranking link
Item
strength
1
361,2193 NTA Skype for Business Stad en
Land
2
352,9989 Servicedesk
3
348,114 Beheer BSA
4
344,1689 Servicedesk BTB
5
341,5772 Servicedesk Noorderbrug
6
341,0318 Structurele Dienstverlening
7
337,9964 Servicedesk 7x24
8
336,3405 Servicedesk
9
335,0934 Service Centrum
10
334,0972 Servicedesk

ClusterNr Ranking link
Item
strength
2
11
333,2009 Servicedesk &#38; OSS Overijssel en
Zwolle
3
12
332,2681 Servicedesk ZGAO
3
13
331,9078 SC 24x7 OlDelft
2
14
329,6622 Servicedesk 24x7 The Greenery
3
15
329,3821 Team Leader II
2
16
328,558 24x7 Cargonaut
3
17
328,2478 Servicedesk
3
18
325,7595 Servicedesk RDW
3
19
325,7005 Servicedesk 24/7
3
20
321,719 Functioneel beheer financieel systeem
DaFinci

ClusterNr
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
2
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 11 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 10. In total 10 clusters can be
depicted however, cluster 5 till 10 represent all one project that does not have any skills or
certificates listed. Therefore, they are removed from the table 1016.
Table 10: Between and within link strength clusters of correlation projects items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4

1
5604,756
3135,077
3225,856
1383,988

2
3624,324
4033,934
2519,634
1284,381

16

3
2664,136
2026,036
2537,779
942,6913

4
1566,795
1289,341
1194,558
769,6415

Projects that do not have any listed skills or certificates are the project that are listed on the numbers 309-314
numbers of Appendix AM.
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Figure 11: Correlation projects mapped (consisting of 314 nodes, 10 clusters, 46660 links (only 10000 mapped) and
7802.94 as total link strength)

4.3

Concept Opportunities capabilities

For the analysis of the opportunities capabilities the same method as for the available and
commercially-exploited capabilities is addressed. A distinction in Trend 1 and Trend 2 is
made. This section lays the foundation for the explanation of a part of the third sub research
question:
‘Which capabilities are opportunities in a KIBS?’
4.3.1 Indicator Trend 1
The first analysis of the opportunity capabilities explores the information allocated in the data
sources projects name, description and type of work of the recent 2.5 years. In total 25161
items are listed by employees divided in 7199 different items. Table 11, indicates the top 20
of the most occurred items (see Appendix AN for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 11: Top 20 high occurrence Trend 1 items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
341
318
283
278
272
233
224
214
194
186

Item (total 7199)
Technisch
Specialist
Company X
Servicedeskmedewerker
Manager
Projectleider
PROJECT
ServiceDesk
Technical
Service

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
164
164
155
154
150
146
119
116
115
108

Item (total 7199)
CITRIX
Windows
ICT
Projectmanager
SCCM
Medewerker
SHarepoint
Security
BEHEERDER
Floorwalker

Of the total 7199 distinct items a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. Here for, a
words term frequency of minimal 36, results in 98 selected words. A filter on the edges on
the top 60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use
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of ‘KH coder’ in Figure 13. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is
possible to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 36 and all the links 1968 are
visualized for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 1417 and
designed with the use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 12 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AO for the whole list).
Table 12: Top 20 high link strength Trend 1 items
Ranking

Link strength Item

ClusterNr Ranking

Link strength Item

ClusterNr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2,9117
2,4315
2,2078
2,1042
2,001
1,9669
1,8082
1,761
1,7332
1,7051

4
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
2

1,6253
1,6038
1,6021
1,4932
1,4916
1,4694
1,461
1,3893
1,3619
1,3535

4
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

Windows
Server
XP
naar
Office
SQL
VMWare
Microsoft
7Office
MS

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Floorwalker
Company X
HBO
SCCM
ITIL
Directory
CITRIX
Exchange
Management
Aantoonbare

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 13 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 13.
Table 13: Between and within link strength clusters of Trend 1 items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4
5

1
10,007
3,2403
1,5493
0,6542
0,0161

2
4,7967
12,1111
1,2441
1,7756
0

3
1,5753
1,1546
2,9949
0,2973
0,0405

4
0,5223
0,5258
0,1961
4,2913
0

5
0,3029
0,0977
0,0994
0,0296
1,3553

Data owners recognize some trends in the different clusters. Item capabilities as
security and cloud represent strong request of these knowledge, but must be noticed that they
would expect so see them stronger in the network graph. Relevant trends as office 365,
windows 10 and Google cannot be depicted. Moreover, strong capabilities related to the
already early mentioned department with strong brand identification see purple cluster. In the
yellow area XP and windows appear because a transition for many firms form xp to a new
windows version is happening.

17

Adjusted parameters: attraction 2, repulsion 0.
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Figure 12: Trend 1 mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,094) ‘N 56 (98), E 60 (1968), D .039’

Figure 13: Trend 1 mapped (consisting of 98 nodes, 5 clusters, 1968 links and 48,88 as total link strength)
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4.3.1 Indicator Trend 2
The first analysis of the opportunity capabilities explores the information allocated in the data
sources projects name, description and type of work of 2.5 - 5 years ago. In total 51897 items
are listed by employees divided in 6697 different items. Table 14, indicates the top 20 of the
most occurred items (see Appendix AP for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 14: Top 20 high occurrence Trend 2 items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
1176
1016
771
758
716
651
582
477
424
410

Item (total 6697)
Technisch
Kennis
SPECIALIST
ICT
ServiceDesk
Manager
Service
Company X
HBO
Project

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
394
380
347
342
336
335
328
324
312
311

Item (total 6697)
ORACLE
Projectleider
Windows
Microsoft
CITRIX
ITIL
Migratie
Business
LINUX
Beheerder

Of the total 6697 distinct items a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. Here for, a
words term frequency of minimal 73, results in 98 selected words. A filter on the edges on
the top 60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use
of ‘KH coder’ in Figure 15. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is
possible to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 73 and all the links 3005 are
visualized for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 1618 and
designed with the use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 15 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AQ for the whole list).
Table 15: Top 20 high link strength Trend 2 items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link strength
2,4794
2,2471
2,2
2,0646
1,9009
1,8719
1,8091
1,8013
1,7488
1,7297

Item
Windows
HBO
Microsoft
Server
Beheerder
Kennis
LINUX
VMWARE
Technisch
ITIL

ClusterNr
2
4
2
2
3
4
3
2
2
4

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Link strength
1,693
1,6539
1,623
1,5767
1,5027
1,4968
1,4485
1,4451
1,3997
1,3944

Item
CITRIX
SQL
Manager
SPECIALIST
Ervaring
ICT
Senior
MInimaal
Management
Service

ClusterNr
2
2
1
2
4
4
3
4
1
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 15 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 16.
Table 16: Between and within link strength clusters of Trend 2 items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4
5

18

1
8,6758
2,7685
1,7803
2,418
0,0071

2
2,1381
8,2682
1,8016
2,3325
0,0128

Adjusted parameters: attraction 2, repulsion of -1.
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3
1,9329
2,8931
3,7924
2,4913
0

4
1,1847
1,65
1,2022
4,4492
0

5
0,1617
0,0574
0,0232
0,0066
1,6593

Difficulties in finding clear paths in the network graph (see Figure 16). Lack of cloud
and security in the top 20 explains the fast rise of the portfolio lately.
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Figure 14: Trend 2 mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,076) ‘N 62 (98), E 60 (3005), D .032’

Figure 15: Trend 2 mapped (consisting of 98 nodes, 5 clusters, 3005 links and 51,71 as total link strength)
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5.

Answering the research questions

In this section the answering of the research sub questions and main research question can be
depicted.

5.1

Concept Available capabilities

This part gives an answer to the research sub question two. In order to give the answer
indicators certificates, skills and keywords represent the selection that lays the foundation for
the concept available capabilities. Thus, by examining corresponding tables and figures
conclusions about quality of the mapped capabilities are drawn. This section addresses the
question:
‘How can a KIBS analyze its available capabilities?’
Indicator Certificates
Firstly, the analysis starts by exploring the content of the indicator certificates (see Appendix
G). The high occurrence certificates depicted in Table 17, offers a convenient summary of the
most occurring certificates at COMPANY X. It is clear from this table that the most
frequently occurring certificates are: ‘ITIL’ (534), ‘PRINCE’ (284) and all the ‘Server-‘ and
‘Desktop-‘ in total 1450 are related to the Microsoft certificates. The rise of a fast growing
area in the IT sector is attributed to ‘AgilePMfoundation’ (77) and ‘Scrummaster’ (77) and
relatively high in the occurrence list. Therefore, in the coming years the occurrence of these
certificates will increase. The results are in line with the certificates depicted in Figure 16,
this figure only shows the 60 most occurring words. It is clear from the size of the nodes that
‘ITIL’ and ‘PRINCE’ are the most frequently occurring certificates. Many nodes contributed
to Microsoft and the upcoming certificates areas that are ‘Agile’ and ‘Scrum’.
Besides, the top link strength certificates depicted in Table 18, provides insights in the
framework of ‘ITIL’ and PRINCE’, these certificates co-occur the most with other
certificates. In the IT consulting sector basic processes are designed via the knowledge based
in these types of certificates.
Moreover, six clusters were found in this indicator, which are represented in Figure
17. The between and within link strength of these clusters are shown in Table 19. Cluster
areas are validated by data owners. The red cluster describes generic organization processes
certificates. Clients and partners of IT consulting firms demand certified consultants those are
shown in the biggest green cluster with more technical certificates. The light blue cluster
shows little between link strength with other clusters and stands further apart from the other
clusters certificates core of the firm. The certificates based in the light blue cluster co-occur a
lot less with the others and the firm recognizes this trend. Recently they decided to abandon
the field of expertise attributed to this cluster because lack of connection with the
organization.
Indicator Skills
Secondly, this analysis explores the content of the indicator skills (see Appendix J). The high
occurrence skills depicted in Table 20, summarizes the most occurring skills at COMPANY
X. The most frequently occurring skills are the ‘Digital Workspace’ (317) that represents the
largest portfolio area, ‘Prince2’ (292) defines people who put Prince into practice and
recognize it as a skill, the high ranking of ‘Windows7’ (234) and ‘Windows XP Professional’
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(226) is due to the migration projects were clients need to move from one Windows operating
system to another. Furthermore, many skills are attributed to project management skills. The
results are in line with the certificates depicted in Figure 18, this figure shows the 60 most
occurring skills, large nodes of Windows related skills that are connected can be depicted.
Additionally, the top link strength skills depicted in Table 21, define a large amount
of skills related to project management, apparently these co-occur the most with other skills.
In total four different clusters were found in the mapped skills, which are represented in
Figure 19. The between and within link strength of these clusters are shown in Table 22.
Cluster areas are validated by data owner and mainly four aspects are clustered: project
management, service desk, soft and technical basic windows skills. The mapped clustered
skills provide the green project management skills, the red cluster depicts technical skills that
are knowledge differs and cover multiple portfolio areas. One separate technical area is the
service desk and clustered in yellow. The type of work presented in this cluster is used in the
service desk department that operates on their own under a different name. Moreover, the
small soft skills area is mapped in blue.
Indicator Keywords
Thirdly, this analysis explores the content of the indicator keywords (see Appendix M). The
high occurrence keywords depicted in Table 23, offers a summary of the most occurring
keywords. The most frequently occurring keywords are a group of abbreviations: those are
defined by persons who are ‘T’ (415) technical, ‘P’ (233) Project manager, and ‘M’ (201)
manager. The other group proposes ‘Onsitesupport’ (251), ‘ServiceDesk’ (231) and ‘ITIL’
(163) these keywords represent the service desk department. The results are in line with the
keywords depicted in Figure 20, this figure only shows the 60 most occurring keywords. The
large size of the nodes of the keywords related to the service desk is depicted.
Furthermore, the top link strength keywords depicted in Table 24, provides high link
strength of keywords in cluster one. This is also shown in Table 25, where between and
within link strength of the clusters shows that cluster one has the largest cluster strength. In
total four different clusters were found in the mapped keywords, which are represented in
Figure 21. Cluster areas are validated by data owners. The yellow cluster represents the
service desk department and stands more apart then other clusters. Thus, both the skills and
keywords indicator signifies the cluster of this typical department. Additionally, security is
labeled in the blue cluster, however, more close positioned to the red and green cluster.
Security is characterized over many areas like servers, network, hosting, cloud, data and so
on. This defines the close link strength with other clusters.
Concept Available Capabilities
Lastly, this analysis explores the content of the concept available capabilities and is an
aggregate of the other three indicators certificates, skills and keywords. The high occurrence
of the available capabilities depicted in Table 2, offers a convenient summary of the most
occurring available capabilities. The aggregation of most frequently occurring words is a
summary of the high occurrence tables of the indicator. In Figure 7 groups of nodes of the
available capabilities are mapped. The service desk department is on group represented by the
items: Servicedesk, onsite, support, digital workspace and T. A second project management
group can be depicted with items related to projects organization and project supervision.
More generic related items as Prince and ITIL represent another group.
The top link strength of the available capabilities in Table 3, depicts a clear distinction
between project management capabilities and technical capabilities. Interesting to see is that
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Windows XP Professional has the highest link strength. Many firms still need to migrate
from a Windows XP workspace to higher Windows version. Therefore, knowledge of this
version of Windows is necessary to make a change possible. Furthermore, high linkages
between these clusters can be depicted in the between and within link strength in Table 4. In
Figure 9 a distinction in two clusters is shown respectively projects and technical patterns.
Cluster areas are validated by data owners. Moreover, the network is very dense with many
linkages between nodes this represents that many people have generic skills. Data owners
also recognize that employees are educated trough a large base of generic knowledge.
Afterwards, employees are educated in-house to learn more specialist skills. All the technical
capabilities are mapped in the same cluster. If people were educated from the start in a more
specialized way, more clusters that could represent portfolios could be shown. However, this
is not the case and the short amount of clusters of the available capabilities mapped highlight
the way employees are trained.
Answering the question, by mapping of the available capabilities it is possible to
analyze the capabilities, this is also validated by data owners of the firm. Hereby, item
occurrence tables, item total link strength tables, cluster between and within link strength
tables, visualizing the mapping of item occurrence and visualizing the mapping of cooccurrence enlarges the quality of the analyses. Furthermore, subdividing the capabilities into
different indicators as certificates, skills and keywords provides a better quality of the
representative knowledge of a firm. However, restrictions to the selection of the mapped
items are necessary to make an understandable and representable visualization. Subdividing
is necessary to show not only generic capabilities. Some problems arise for knowledge items
in new areas of expertise. The occurrence of these items is low but rises fast. Because this
method only maps high occurrence items, emerging knowledge is not mapped. Lastly,
reliability of the documented capabilities is questionable. Employees themselves fill in their
capabilities in the KMS, without validation of colleagues, managers or clients.

5.2 Concepts
capabilities

commercially-exploited,

latent

and

opportunity

First the commercially-exploited and opportunity capabilities are addressed. Thereafter, by
comparing the commercially-exploited and available capabilities the latent capabilities are
examined. This section contains the answer to the third sub question:
‘Which capabilities are commercially-exploited, remain latent and which are
opportunities in a KIBS?’
The commercially-exploited capabilities are analyzed as one brought concept and
separately in seven different portfolio indicators. The concept overarching the total
commercially-exploited capabilities is too big to represent all the portfolio indicators
properly, as results from lines of feedback of data owners19 (from the firm under case study).
Therefore, it is discovered that the seven different portfolio indicators give better justification
for the commercially-exploited capabilities then examining the concept only.

19

Interviews with data owners that operate in the portfolio indicators are applied to examine if the mapped
capabilities are in line with the actual capabilities used in the portfolios. Thereby, mapped capabilities of the
specified portfolio indicators are shown, and the undefined portfolio since it does not match a typical area.
Moreover, the mapped projects correlations and the opportunity capabilities are discussed.
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Indicator Internet of Things
First this analysis explores the content of the indicator Internet of Things (see Appendix R).
The Internet of Things (IoT) portfolio represents only one project that makes it difficult to
make hard conclusions. The high occurrence items depicted in Table 26, offers a summary of
the most occurring items in the IoT portfolio. All the 21 items listed represent typical Digital
Workspace portfolio capabilities that are validated by data owners. These results are in line
with the mapped capabilities that can be depicted in Figure 23.
The IoT portfolio is one of the new portfolio areas and employees that operate in this
area have their origin in the Digital Workspace portfolio. In these two portfolios similar
technique and knowledge is used. However, data owners would like to see other capabilities
items like ‘Vmware’, ‘Lora’, ‘CCAvirtualization’ that define specialist IoT skills and
knowledge.
Indicator Adoption and Transformation
The second analysis explores the content of the indicator Adoption and Transformation
(A&T, see Appendix S). This portfolio used to be incorporated in the Digital Workspace
portfolio. The high occurrence items depicted in Table 29, offers a summary of the most
frequently occurring items in this portfolio. The item ‘DigitalWorkspace’ (87) ranked as
second is explained by the aged connection between the two portfolios. ‘Support’ (86),
‘Onsite’ (82), ‘Servicedesk’ (80) is the service desk department that belongs to the Digital
workspace portfolio and thereby still is listed in this table. However, the service desk
knowledge used in this portfolio is not specifically that high, thereby, does not correspond
with the thoughts of data owners.
Results from Table 29 are in line with the items depicted in Figure 24, this figure only
shows the 60 most occurring items. From the size of the nodes it is again clear to see the
service desk department that occurs often. A group of soft skills occur a lot with each other
with the items e.g. ‘energetic’ and ‘delegating’.
Additionally, the top link strength items depicted in Table 30, in combination with the
between and within link strength of the clusters in Table 31. Provides other insights were the
strong red cluster is foremost defined by management with some technical capabilities.
Moreover, three clusters are shown of the mapped capabilities in Figure 25. The mapped
items network is more disperse then other portfolio items network figures explained by the
overarching ability of the A&T portfolio across other portfolio indicators. Technologies of
the different areas all need to be adopted and transformed. However, this would also mean
that skills of all the portfolio indicators are visible in Figure 25, but that is not the case.
Additionally, in the blue cluster a high amount of soft skills are visible, more than in other
portfolio areas.
Indicator Application and Data
The third analysis explores the content of the indicator Application and Data (see Appendix
V). The high occurrence items depicted in Table 32, offers a summary of the most frequently
occurring items in the Application and Data portfolio (A&D). Data owners address the lag of
more statistical skills and statistical programming skills that are in line with the knowledge
that is needed in this portfolio. Items like R and Python were expected, but apparently not
documented by employees. The mapped items depicted in Figure 26, shows a connected
group of capabilities related to the A&D portfolio, with items like ‘HTML’, ‘Javascript’,
‘PHP’, and ‘C’.
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Furthermore, the three clusters that cannot only be depicted in the mapped capabilities
of A&D of Figure 27 but also in the between and within link strength of Table 33 provided
items across all the clusters. Validation from data owners addressed no clear area of
expertise.
Indicator Cloud Infrastructure and Hosting
The fourth analysis explores the content of the indicator Cloud Infrastructure & Hosting (see
Appendix Y). The high occurrence items depicted in Table 35, offers an overview of the most
frequently occurring items in the Cloud Infrastructure and Hosting portfolio. In this portfolio
a transition from hosting to cloud datacenters is at work. In Table 35 hosting is defined by the
items ‘Server-mcse’ (38), ‘Windowsxpprofessional’ (31), ‘windows7’ (27), ‘windows server
2008’ (27) and ‘windows server 2003’ (24). On the other side the cloud capabilities are
defined by one item ‘cloud’ (22). Data owners would aspect more high occurring items in the
field of cloud like ‘Vmware’, ‘Azure’, ‘Office 365’, ‘Amazone’ and ‘Linux’. Some of the
results can also be depicted in Figure 28, where in the top the hosting group is shown. A
smaller group of the cloud datacenter is shown in the middle with the items ‘Azure’ and
‘Cloud’.
Some of the hosting items (‘windowsxpprofessional’, ‘windowsserver2003’,
‘windows7’ and ‘windowsserver2008’) are in line with the items depicted in top link strength
items in Table 36. Thereby, hosting items co-occur the most with other items in the network.
Furthermore, three clusters are represented in the Figure 29 that shows the clustered items.
Many cloud and hosting capabilities in the red and blue clusters, but no clear distinction
between the notions and the clusters is identified. However, ‘Vmware’, ‘Azure’ and ‘Linux’
are shown in the Figure.
Indicator Digital Workspace
The fifth analysis explores the content of the Digital Workspace (see Appendix AB). The
high occurrence items depicted in Table 38, offers a summary of the most frequently
occurring items in the Workspace portfolio. With 124 projects this portfolio is the largest of
all the portfolios. The high occurring items of Table 38 define the workspace capabilities
well, therefore, this occurrence table represents the capabilities used in the portfolio better
than the other portfolios. The results are in line with the mapped items depicted in Figure 30,
however no clear groups can be found.
Besides, the top link strength items depicted in Table 39, provides many technical
capabilities that are listed in cluster one. This cluster is also the cluster with the highest
within link strength as can be seen in Table 40. Moreover, four clusters are mapped and
define the Digital workspace portfolio in Figure 31. This figure indicates a red cluster that
describes mainly technical digital workspace capabilities, in the yellow cluster some cloud
capabilities can be depicted, the blue cluster represents some soft skills (employees need to
insert a couple of soft skills in the KMS). The green area shows capabilities related to
adoption and transformation (as mentioned earlier this portfolio was allocated in the digital
workspace area) and the yellow cluster shows less representative capabilities related to a
specific area.
Indicator Security
The last portfolio is the sixth analysis that explores the content of Security (see Appendix
AE). The high occurrence items depicted in Table 41, offers a convenient summary of the
most occurring capabilities in the Security portfolio. Data owners expected to see other
capabilities related to ‘CompTia’, ‘ISo’ and ‘Exin’. More and more clients demand increasing
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digital security overarching their whole IT this causes the up rise of this portfolio. This could
explain the lack of typical security capabilities. However, due to the fast increase of security
requests, firms in the IT sector have difficulties meeting these requests and can also explain
the lack of these capabilities in Table 41. Moreover, figure 32 depicts the 60 most occurring
items, were a large group of capabilities is presented. Security is necessary in all portfolios
this explains the large group. Figure 33 shows three different clusters with no clear distinct
knowledge fields.
Indicator Undefined
Fifteen projects cannot be attributed to a specific portfolio area because they overarch
multiple portfolios or people forget to attribute the projects to a portfolio. The seventh
analysis explores the content of undefined indicator (see Appendix AH). The high occurrence
undefined items depicted in Table 44, offers the outline of the most occurring items in the
undefined indicator. Items ‘Vmware’ (5), ‘Cloud’ (5) and ‘Azure’ (4) represent the Cloud
infrastructure and hosting portfolio. The ‘Server-MCSA’ (9) and ‘Server-MCTS’ (8) defines
the Digital workspace portfolio. The mapped items in Figure 34 show different groups, were
the group represented with the items ‘longrangenetworkingLora’ and ‘CCAvirtualization’ are
typical IoT capabilities.
Moreover, comparison of Table 45 that represents the high link strengths with Table
46 that represents between and within link strength in the clusters, shows cluster two that has
the highest link strength within but with not many items listed in the top 20 links strength
explained by a lot items with relatively weak link strength. Further, examination of the
network graph of Figure 35 shows four clusters with the most disperse network. This is due
to the highly different knowledge areas that are documented in this portfolio indicator. In the
biggest green area many IoT capabilities like LTE, long range networking and CCA
virtualizations are shown. Thus, many IoT projects are attributed without the IoT portfolio.
Moreover, the red cluster represents capabilities related to the A&T portfolio that also
overarches other areas. The yellow area represents the C&H portfolio more specifically the
cloud part with the items ‘Cloud’, ‘Azure’, ‘VSP’.
Concept Commercially-exploited capabilities
Lastly, this analysis explores the content of the concept commercially-exploited capabilities
and is an aggregate of the seven indicators. The high occurrence commercially-exploited
items in Table 6, offers a convenient overview of the most frequently occurring
commercially-exploited items. It is clear from this table that the most frequently occurring
certificates address two groups. First the service desk with items like: ‘support’ (171),
‘onsite’ (160) and ‘servicedesk’ (154). The other group defines the Digital Workspace group
with the items ‘Server-mcsa’ (274), ‘Digital Workspace’ (186), ‘Server-mcse’ (138), ‘Servermcts’ (132) and ‘windowsserver2008’ (96). The first group is in line with the mapped
capabilities in Figure 9, where the 60 most occurring words are shown. The other group is
divided over two mapped clusters.
Besides, the top link strength commercially-exploited capabilities in Table 7, provides
‘windowsxpprofessional’ and ‘windows7’ as the capabilities that co-occur the most with
other capabilities. Thus, many projects are attributed to the migration from windows xp to
windows7. The Digital Workspace portfolio is well represented.
Furthermore, three clusters are shown in the mapped capabilities in Figure 10, and in
the between and within link strength of the cluster of Table 8. This aggregate of all the
portfolio indicators describes the concept of commercially-exploited capabilities that depicts
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the 100 most occurred items capabilities. Because of the aggregation of all the portfolio areas
smaller portfolio areas as IoT and security fall apart. This highlights the importance of the
network graphs of the individual portfolio areas. The green cluster represents workspace
capabilities, a large part of the red cluster describes cloud capabilities and the blue cluster
represents the department that operates on their own under the digital workspace portfolio. A
clear and strong representation of this department is seen in the aggregate mapped
capabilities, brand identity of this department is strong.
A part of the research question attributed to commercially-exploited capabilities can
be answered. Mapping of the commercially-exploited capabilities is a way to enlist what
capabilities are used and which not. With the side mark that not all capabilities documented
by employees are used in projects and not all capabilities of employees are documented.
Mapping of commercially-exploited capability into different portfolio areas is necessary to
make a reliable view of the capabilities exploited. Specific capabilities and thereby
knowledge gets lost if only the aggregate of all portfolios is mapped. A selection of the most
occurring items of established portfolios maps the capabilities in this area in a reliable way.
However, the method applied does not represent the emerging capability areas sufficiently,
other techniques should be applied and further research is needed.
Indicator Trend 1 & Trend 2
This analysis explores the content of the indicator Trend 1. The high occurrence Trend 1
items depicted in Table 11, offers an outline of the most occurring capabilities in Trend 1.
The rise of ‘security’ (116) can be depicted, service desk capabilities are asked and project
management capabilities. Moreover, five clusters can be depicted and are mapped and
represented in Figure 13, together with the between and within link strength Table 13. Cluster
five stands further apart from the other capabilities and defines the service desk department.
This analysis explores the content of the indicator Trend 2. The high occurrence Trend
2 items depicted in Table 14, offers an overview of the most occurring capabilities in Trend
1. The items listed are very generic and cannot be attributed to specific portfolios. Data
owners identified that they had difficulties to see patterns of portfolio areas in the tables and
figures depicted in Trend 1 and 2.
However, by comparing mapped network graphs of Figure 13 of Trend 1 and Figure
15 of Trend 2 an interesting notion is described and validated by the data owners. Trend 2 the
capability items are mapped closer to each other than in Trend 1. Therefore, Trend 1 shows
more specialized capabilities that are linked less. This is in line with the IT consulting sector
where an increasing demand for specialized areas are asked and can be depicted by a more
disperse clustering in Trend 1 in comparison to Trend 2.
Concept Opportunity capabilities
To describe the answer to the question which capabilities in a KIBS are opportunities? The
total requests of projects more specifically the project name, description and type of work can
be used to analyze opportunity capabilities. As well as, the non-standardized documentation
of opportunity capabilities makes mapping of them difficult. Because, pollution of
conjunctions and other insignificant words makes differentiation of significant words difficult
to detect. Standardization (as done for the available capabilities) of the requested capabilities
can result in better mapping of the items. This is in line with data owners that find difficulties
in recognizing portfolio trends via the mapped opportunity capabilities
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Concept Latent capabilities
According to the framework that was proposed at the beginning of this research comparison
of the mapped commercially-exploited and available capabilities gives an answer to the
question which capabilities remain latent (see Figure 2). In total eleven20 capability items are
mapped in the available capabilities graph (see Figure 8) that do not appear in the
commercially-exploited capability (see Figure 10) as items. All the eleven items occur in the
red cluster of the available capabilities mapped and a trend to the left side of this red cluster
can be depicted. The eleven items capabilities are converted into a category that defines the
latent capabilities. Attribution of the capabilities into a category results in senior thinking
advice capabilities. For the IT consulting sector this can be translated into IT maturity
analyses to analyze risks and give advice how to use IT more efficient. Translated to the data
owners such a service is in development, senior employees are working on a service that
analyzes the IT maturity of an organization by highlighting the risk of firms, followed by
implementation to tackle such problems.
Follow-up on the proposed framework, seizing of opportunities by relating the latent
capabilities to the opportunity capabilities is possible (see Figure 3). The point of focus lays
on Trend 1 mapped opportunity capabilities since they are related to the most recent requests.
Examination of the mapped capabilities provides senior and advise item capabilities that
relate to the latent capabilities. Recently these capabilities are seized by employees.

5.3

Relatedness of capabilities

Resolving the last sub question will identify shortcomings and potentially new ways to
translate and develop latent capabilities.
‘Can the visualization of the knowledge and skill components in terms of their
relatedness help identify why some (combinations of) capabilities remain latent?’
An analysis is done that explores the content of the correlation between commerciallyexploited capabilities of projects. The high link strength of items in the correlations between
projects exists out of certifications and skills depicted in Table 9. In this table high link
strength are shown. This is in line with Table 10 were the between and within link strength is
very high, but also in line with the correlation of projects mapped in Figure 11. In this figure
the projects are mapped close to each other and represent a dense network. The overall
correlation of skills and certificates between projects is high.
Attempts have been made (with a macro that erases correlation of projects that
correlated less than 20% and later on 50%) to get a more understandable mapped correlation
of projects. However, this did not resulted in better understanding of the mapped correlation.
Therefore, the overall correlation is shown.
Interesting to see is that the IoT project is located in the middle of the clustered
correlation of projects. The portfolio area is a new area of expertise, thereby, it could be
recognized that capabilities applied are new stands further apart from capabilities used in
other projects, i.e. in a new cluster. Nevertheless, employees from within the firm are trained
to enlarge their capabilities into this new area. A more generic capability set is necessary and
20

The eleven capability items are: AgilePmfoundation, Frans, Informatiomanagement, ITILavailabilityMgt,
Organisatieadvies,
Projectadministratie,
Projectconsultancy,
Projectevaluatie,
Projectmanager,
RisicoImpactanaylse and Sr (senior).
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applicable and thereafter specialization is possible. But not yet applied. In addition, for some
clients multiple projects in different portfolio areas of expertise are done, e.g. ‘gasunie’.
These projects are located in different clusters so somehow different capabilities areas are
applied in these projects.
In this research, explorations of the three different indicators of the available
capabilities with the seven different indicators of the commercially-exploited capabilities
show differences in relatedness. In terms of network clustering the first group all have four or
more clusters. The second group exists of two indicators with four clusters the others have
less clusters. Thus, the available capabilities are thereby more clustered than the
commercially-exploited capabilities. However, this contradicts with the aggregate of the
available and commercially-exploited capabilities the aggregates both have three cluster
groups. Lines of feedback from data owners provided insights that the visualizations of the
indicators separately represent the organizational capabilities better.
Overall the commercially-exploited capabilities show more relatedness than the
available capabilities as can also be seen in correlation between the projects in Figure 11.
Moreover, examination of the latent capabilities depicts capabilities that overarch portfolio
areas. The latent capabilities defined by senior advice can be applied on all the portfolios.
Despite of the high relatedness between the capabilities of projects, employees working in a
portfolio see less possibility to realize opportunities that connect the different portfolios.
However, the latent capabilities can benefit from the strong relatedness of capabilities in the
projects across all portfolios. Conclusively, the relatedness of capabilities cannot explain why
the capabilities remain latent. In the contrary the high relatedness between the commerciallyexploited capabilities identifies the power of the latent capabilities.

5.4

Answering of main research question

This research is conducted to give an answer to the main research question that can be
depicted in this section. The main research question:
‘How can knowledge intensive business services make more efficient use of their
capabilities?’
To answer this questions KIBS first need to understand what their capabilities are and
how they are currently used. To understand what the available capabilities are identification
of capabilities is necessary. Some firms that are operating in the IT consulting sector
document this information in KMS. If this information is allocated in these systems, a firm
knows what their capabilities are, but do they also understand what their capabilities are?
The next step provides an answer to this question and creates an understanding of the
information at hand. Mapping of the capabilities within the firm is possible with cooccurrence analyses. However, the perfect combination between choosing a representative
amount of capability items to visualize and still design an understandable visualization is
necessary. Furthermore, standardization of capabilities makes it easier to map capabilities in
an understandable and reliable manner. Emerging fields of interest within the firm are
difficult to map when choosing a filter that selects the top most likely occurring items,
another way to visualize these needs to be investigated.
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Mapping of three different capability types; available, commercially-exploited and
opportunity identifies interesting insights in the organization. The created visualization
improves the opportunity to explore the links between knowledge areas and people in a firm.
Moreover, it results in an improved understanding of what employees know and it gives a
better view of how knowledge allocated in individuals and groups within the firm is linked.
Data owners of COMPANY X validated to some extent the capabilities and perceived the
analyses and information applied in this research as valuable and new. The core capabilities
of the firm and different portfolios are represented in an understandable manner and give
insights in how the capabilities are linked in the organization. Subsequently, this gives a
better overview of the capabilities and enhances the possibility of making a more efficient use
of these capabilities.
Combinations of the available, commercially-exploited and opportunity capabilities
address the emergence of latent capabilities, which are capabilities that are available in the
organization and asked by clients but not used. In the research performed at COMPANY X
eleven item capabilities are formed into a category that defines the latent capabilities: senior
thinking advice. Corresponding to the IT consulting sector this can be translated into a
service where risk of clients firms are analyzed in an IT maturity analysis and solutions are
implemented. COMPANY X is working on a service that tries to fill this gap. The latent
capabilities are then transformed into commercially-exploited capabilities.
Besides, in this research the latent capabilities highlight the importance of relatedness
between the different portfolios. Without visualizing the capabilities patterns that connect
portfolios are not depicted. For large firms dividing the capability types in smaller indicator
classes is desirable and in line with feedback of data owners. However, standardization of the
capabilities that are requested and available is desirable this will benefit the reliability of the
mapped capabilities.
Lastly, management and scientific disciplines benefit more from understanding the
capabilities available, used and demanded in organizations and sectors. Thereby, the method
applied in this research justifies the value of knowledge, through between and within linkages
of knowledge clusters. Afterwards, organizations assess the available, commerciallyexploited and opportunity capabilities. Ultimately, relating these capabilities (in a way that is
depicted in the theoretical framework proposed) to grasp potential latent capabilities.
Management of organizations design new strategies and benefit from decision making by first
investigating the capabilities. When they make decisions that are in line with the
organizational capabilities of an organization there is a better fit with the capabilities of
employees. If stakeholders determine strategies that are not in line with organizational
capabilities, the method applied in this research can provide locations from which the new
routes should thrive threw.
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6.

Discussion and conclusion

This section reflects on the outcomes and quality of this research thereby discussing
limitations, implications and points for future research.

6.1

Conclusion

Many of the tools used to analyze capabilities are focused on manufacturing firms. By
examining the mapping of patent data a picture of the underlying capabilities can be made
(Breschi, Lissoni, & Malerba, 2003; Kay, Newman, Youtie, Porter, & Rafols, 2014). This can
result in ‘what a firm knows’ for manufacturing firms (Granstrand, Patel, & Pavitt, 1997;
Dosi, Grazzi, & Moschella, 2017). However, these studies limit their attention to the field of
manufacturing firms with patents. Criscuolo et al. (2007) bridge the gap with other another
field namely the services firms more specifically KIBS. Interest for this research flourished
from bridging the gap in the field of mapping of the capabilities for KIBS, further exploiting
of these capabilities and discovering latent capabilities.
For KIBS understanding of their capabilities is essential as reliance on skilled
professionals is high, since clients demand new solutions for recent problems. For companies
like COMPANY X it is vital to constantly explore what the best way to analyze their
capabilities are and how this can be communicated to the clients. An overview of the most
frequently occurring capabilities does not cover the value of a large organization as
COMPANY X. The techniques used and method applied give a more elaborated description
of the organizational capabilities, give organizations the opportunity to understand their
capabilities that are available, commercially-exploited, opportunist and latent, and give
insights in how consultant represent themselves to the clients.
By exploiting a KMS that allocate the capabilities of the employees of COMPANY X,
mapping of the capabilities, and exploration of the relationship between capability clusters
was possible. Hereby, it was attempted to map the organizational capabilities that consist of
available, commercially-exploited, opportunity and latent. This approach was conducted to
produce visualizations of these capabilities and examine patterns of latent capabilities.
Important insights in the nature of capabilities in the firm and departments were identified
where other methods showed to be unable to capture this information.

6.2

Limitations

The analyses describe only the most occurring words, because this enables the most
understandable and reliable mapping of capabilities. Thus, less occurring or unique words
cannot be classified. Generally a limitation to 100 mapped items was necessary to keep
visualizations proper. Hereby, emerging portfolios and other fields of interests are hard to
identify and will only be mapped when they reach a crucial point. Therefore, upcoming areas
of expertise are possibly mapped. This leaves exploration of these areas untouched.
Furthermore, the data source used is large and contains a lot of information. For this
research reliance on the information is large and validation is check by data owners, however,
if the right capabilities are documented by the right person, validation checks by colleagues,
managers and clients will result in higher reliability of the analyses and mapped capabilities.
Ultimately, this results in a better research and leaves questions to the undervaluation or
overvaluation of these capabilities ignored. Additionally, people can be more reserved to the
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documentation of skills in comparison with the documentation of certificates. These
certificates come with real acknowledgement of the capability in the form of a level,
certificate or diploma.
Lastly, the opportunity capabilities were non-standardized and thereby difficult to
relate to the other type of capabilities. Many conjunctions and other insignificant words
pollute the opportunity capabilities and were removed. However, some of them still
remained.

6.3

Theoretical implications

The main theoretical implication resulting from this research is the possibility to identify
available, commercially-exploited and latent capabilities of organizations via information
documented in KMS. This research pioneers in investigating effective use of organizational
capabilities in the IT sector, especially examination and research of the commerciallyexploited and latent capabilities of organizations should reach more scientific attention. By
mapping the capabilities in combination with lines of feedback form data owners a better
understanding of what the firm does and capabilities a firm contains is identified.
Furthermore, investigation of the available capabilities more specifically the skills and
keywords mapped indicates an interesting side effect. Mapping of these capabilities depicts
the manner how people present themselves to the outside world. Thereby, firms can ask
themselves questions whether or not they want to be represented by these kinds of
capabilities and is the identity of the firm in line with the way employees represent
themselves? More scientific attention is needed to investigate possible implications from
these visualizations.
Transmission to generalize the techniques used to other sectors is interesting.
Thereby, investigation to stimulate the incentives for employees to document their
capabilities in KMS is necessary, particularly for other organizations than KIBS.
Additionally, reliability research to the information allocated in the KMS needs to be done.

6.4

Practical implications

The methods used in this research can be generalized in many firms. Implication and
decision making cannot only be based on conventional market demand, rather also based on
the organizational capabilities available in the firm. Management has the possibility to relate
the strategy of the company to the existing organizational capabilities of the firm. Both these
aspects should be in line, otherwise attraction of capabilities outside the firm is necessary to
realize the strategy. With the use of this method reasoning can go the other way around: what
are the organizational capabilities and what are the implications that can be drawn to make
the strategy for the organization. This is highly relevant for the firm concerning this case
study and other firms related in this sector. Every organization that documents capabilities of
the employees in a KMS has the ability to map the capabilities. The incentive for
organizations not operating as a KIBS is less given that reliance on highly educated
employees is different.
If an organization wants to identify emerging capabilities a more bottom-up approach
would be better. Here the fast growing capabilities should be visualized and thereby relate
better to opportunity capabilities demand by the market. Also, implication to a societal
perspective can be drawn. Mapping of the information of habitants of a city for example can
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signify the importance of certain aspects by mapping this information. Many of this
information are documented in government systems. However, privacy of this information
should be guaranteed.
Finally, especially interesting for COMPANY X is that the mapping of capabilities
signified the branding of the service desk department. Many items defined by the service
desk could be found in one capability cluster. Therefore, other portfolios could learn from the
branding of this department in the firm and to their clients.

6.5

Future research

This research focused on the analyses of the dataset for one period and, therefore, exploration
of capabilities over time could not be done. Further investigation into mapping of capabilities
over time can show insights in the development of the capabilities of KIBS. Where did the
knowledge of the firm originate and what is the position of the firm currently. Moreover,
examination of the standardization of the opportunity capabilities that relate to the other
capabilities has the possibility to open doors for automatic matching of these capabilities.
Translated to KIBS this involves automatic matching of the right consultant on the right
project.
The main point of focus for this research was not on the mapping of the capability
correlation of projects. How capabilities in a team determine the success of projects and
whether certain capability combinations correlate to the success of a project in terms of
financial performance can be studied in much greater detail in future. This could result in the
discovery of capability combinations that are more fruitful then others. Also, certain
combinations of capabilities of employees might be brought together in order to add the most
value to the business. Moreover, information documented in KMS in combination with the
analyzations applied similar as in this research, has the possibility to explore many empirical
and theoretical opportunities related to the exploration of capabilities of KIBS more in-depth
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Appendices
Appendix A – Dataset content
Certificates dataset:
Employee name, start date,
end date, certified,
education

Aggregate dataset:
Aggregate of certificates, skills and
keywords dataset. Includes
combination of the employee name
with their educations (certificates),
skills and keywords

Skills dataset:
Employee name, skill, skill
group, level

Correlation dataset: Combination
of the certificates dataset and skills
dataset. Includes combination of
the employee name with their
educations (certifitcates) and skills.

Keywords dataset:
Employee name, job title,
department, phone,
contract type, job level,
keywords, salary grade,
contract end, hours per
week
Projects dataset:
Project name, project
supervisor, employee,
hours, start, cost amount,
selling amount, department,
selling amount, selling price

Commercially-exploited dataset:
Combination of the projects
dataset and aggregate dataset.
Includes combiniation of the
employees that work in project in
certain departments with the
aggregate of certificates, skills and
keywords.

Requests dataset:
Status, type, name, salary
grade, location, description,
account, start date, end
date, utilization,
proposition(department),
type of work, quantity
The first column represents the five different exported datasets from the database of the firm
under case study. In this diagram, all the column categories can be attributed with the words
in bold that represent the names of the datasets and the underlined words define the columns
that are used in this research. The second column represents the three created datasets in this
research and result from the exported datasets.
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Appendix B – Certificates assumptions





















AgilePMFoundation = Agile PM, AgilePM, AgilePM Foundation, DSDM
Foundation, and DSDM Atern Foundation
AgilePMpractitioner = AgilePM Practioner and DSDM Advanced Practioner
(https://www.agilebusiness.org/learning-and-exams/personal-certification)
ASLFoundationv1v2 = ASL Foundation and ASL Foundation v2
AWS = AWS Business Professional accreditation, AWS TCO & Cloud Economics
accreditation,
AWS
Technical
Professional
accreditation
(https://aws.amazon.com/partners/training/accreditation/)
BISL Foundation = BISL Foundation, BISL Business Information Services Library
Foundation Certificate
Fundamental cloud computing = C90.01-C90.06, certified advanced developer,
certified cloud architect, certified cloud professional, certified cloud technology
professional, certified novell identity manager administrator, certified solutions
architect associate (http://cloudschool.com/exams/exam1)
CCA virtualization = CCA, CCA-V, CCAA, CCE, CCE-V, CCEE, CCEA, CCP,
CCP-V (http://training.citrix.com/cms/index.php/certification/)
CCA networking = CCA-N, CCDA, CCDP, CCENT, CCNA, CCNP, CCSA, CCSE,
CCSP (http://training.citrix.com/cms/index.php/certification/)
CCA mobility = CCP-M (http://training.citrix.com/cms/index.php/certification/)
CEHvs7vs9 = CEH – Certified Ethical Hacker vs7, CEH – Certified Ethical Hacker
vs9
Citrix Certified Sales Professional = Citrix Certified Sales Professional 2009, 2015
CompTIAcloudessentials = CLO-001 Cloud Essentials and CompTIA A+
(https://certification.comptia.org/certifications)
ComptTIAITfundamentals = FC0-U51 IT Fundamentals
InformationSecurityFoundation-management = Information Security Foundation,
Information Security Management Advanced, ISO/IEC 20000 Consultant/Manager in
ITSM, ISO/IEC 20000 Foundation, ISO/IEC 20001 - IT Service Management,
ISO/IEC 27002 Foundation, ISO/IEC 27002 Information Security Management
Advanced
(https://www.exin.com/NL/nl/examens/&exam=information-securitymanagement-advanced-based-on-iso/iec-27002)
IPMAprojectmanagement = IPMA D, IPMA-B, IPMA-C and IPMA-D
(http://www.ipmacertificeren.nl/nl/certificeringsniveaus/)
ISTQBfoundationadvanced = ISTQB / ISEB Foundation, ISTQB Advanced
(http://www.istqb.org/certification-path-root/istqb-certification-productportfolio.html)
ITILfoundationv1v2v3 = ITIL Foundation, ITIL Foundation v2, ITIL Foundation
V3
ITILpractionerv1v2 = ITIL - Practitioner Change Management, ITIL - Practitioner
Configuration Management, ITIL - Practitioner Financial Management, ITIL Practitioner Incident Management/Service Desk, ITIL - Practitioner Problem
Management, ITIL - Practitioner Release and Control, ITIL - Practitioner Security
Management, ITIL - Practitioner Service Level Management, ITIL - Service Delivery,
ITIL - Service Manager, ITIL - Service Support, ITIL Manager, ITIL Practioner Release and Control, ITIL Practioner - Support and Restore, ITIL Practitioner - Agree
and Define, ITIL V2 Practitioner (https://www.axelos.com/certifications/itilcertifications)
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ITILfoundationv1v2v3 = ITIL Basisterminologie, ITIL Foundation, ITIL V2
Foundation, ITIL V3 Foundation
ITILintermediate = ITIL Service Offerings and Agreements Certificate, ITIL V3
Capability Operational Support & Analysis, ITIL V3 Capability Planning, Protection
& Optimization, ITIL V3 Capability Release Control & Validation, ITIL V3
Capability Service Offerings & Agreements, ITIL V3 Expert, ITIL V3 Lifecycle
Continual Service Improvement, ITIL V3 Lifecycle Service Design, ITIL V3
Lifecycle Service Operation, ITIL V3 Lifecycle Service Strategy, ITIL V3 Lifecycle
Service Transition, ITIL V3 Managing Across the Lifecycle
LeanSixSigmaBelt = Lean Six Sigma Black Belt, Lean Six Sigma Green Belt, Lean
Six Sigma Yellow Belt (https://www.sixsigma.nl/wat-is-lean-six-sigma)
LPICv1v2v3 = LPIC-1 - Junior Level Linux Professional, LPIC-2 - Advanced Level
Linux Professional, LPIC-3 - Senior Level Linux Professional, LPIC-3 “Core” and
LPI Specialty - Senior Level Linux Professional (http://www.lpi.org/ourcertifications/linux-essentials-overview)
Microsoft IT certificates (https://www.microsoft.com/nl-nl/learning/certificationoverview.aspx):
o Applications-MCITP = MCITP - Office365
o Applications-MCSA = 346 - Managing Office 365 Identities and
Requirements, 347 - Enabling Office 365 Services, MB2-704 - Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Application, MB2-707 - Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Customization & Configuration, MB5-705 - Managing Microsoft Dynamics
implementations, MCAD - Microsoft Certified Applications Developer,
MCSA - Office 365
o Applications-MCT = MCT - Systems Administrator, MCT - Microsoft
Certified IT Professional, MCT - Microsoft Office 2010 Specialist, MCT Systems Engineer
o Applications-MCTS = MCTS - .NET Framework 2.0 Web Applications,
MCTS - .NET Framework 2.0 Windows Applications, MCTS - .NET
Framework 4, Web Applications, MCTS - Forefront Endpoint and Application
Protection, Configuration, MCTS - Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0
Applications, MCTS - Microsoft Office Groove 2007, Configuration, MCTS Microsoft Office Projects 2007, Managing Projects, MCTS - Microsoft Office
Visio 2007, Application Development, MCTS - Office365, MOF - Microsoft
Operations Framework 4.0 Foundation
o Applications-MOS = MOS, MOS – Expert, MOS - Microsoft Office
Specialist, MOS - Microsoft Office Specialist on Microsoft Office 2003, MOS
- Microsoft Office Specialist on Microsoft Office 2010
o Database-MCITP = MCITP - Business Intelligence Developer 2008 (MS
SQL Server), MCITP - Database Administrator (MS SQL Server), MCITP Database Administrator 2008 (MS SQL Server), MCITP - Database Developer
2008 (MS SQL Server), MCITP - Enterprise Support Technician (Windows
Client)
o Database-MCSA = 461 Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012/2014, 462
Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2012/2014, 464 - Developing Microsoft
SQL Server Databases, 466 - Implementing Data Models and Reports with
Microsoft SQL Server
o Database-MCSE = MCDBA - Microsoft Certified Database Administrator
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o Database-MCTS = MCTS - SQL Server 2008, Business Intelligence
Development and Maintenance, MCTS - SQL Server 2008, Database
Development, MCTS - SQL Server 2008, Implementation and Maintenance
o Desktop-MCITP = MCDST - Microsoft Certified Desktop Support
Technician on Windows XP, MCITP - Consumer Support Technician
(Windows Client), MCITP - Enterprise Desktop Administrator 7 (Windows
Client), MCITP - Enterprise Desktop Support Technician 7 (Windows Client)
o Desktop-MCSA = 680 - Windows 7, Configuring, 697 - Configuring
Windows Devices, 698 - Installing and Configuring Windows 10, MCSA Windows 10, MCSA - Windows 7, MCSA - Windows 8
o Desktop-MCSE = 685 - Windows 7, Enterprise Desktop Support Technician,
MCSE - Desktop Infrastructure 2012, MCSE - Enterprise Devices and Apps
2012, MCSE - Enterprise Devices and Apps 2016, MCSE - Mobility 2016,
Microsoft Specialist certification in Windows 10
o Desktop-MCTS = MCTS - Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack,
Configuration, MCTS - Winders Server 2008 R2, Desktop Virtualization,
MCTS - Windows 7 – Configuration, MCTS - Windows Mobile 5.0,
Implementing and Managing, MCTS - Windows Mobile 6.5, Configuration,
MCTS - Windows Vista – Configuration
o Desktop-MTA = 415 - Implementing a Desktop Infrastructure, 416 Implementing Desktop Application Environments
o Developer-MCPD = MCPD - ASP.NET Developer 3.6 (Visual Studio 2008),
MCPD - Sharepoint Developer 2010, MCPD - Windows Developer (Visual
Studio 2005), MCPD - Windows Developer 3.5 (Visual Studio 2008), MCPD
- Windows Developer 4 (Visual Studio 2010)
o Developer-MCSA = MCSA - Cloud Platform
o Developer-MCSD = 483 - Programming in C#, MCSD - Azure Solutions
Architect, MCSD - Microsoft Certified Solution Developer 2012, MCSD Windows Store Apps HTML5/ C#
o Developer-MCTS = MCTS - Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 - Application
Development, MCTS - Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 – Configuration
o Server-MCITP = MCITP - Enterprise Administrator on Windows 2008
(Windows Server), MCITP - Enterprise Messaging Administrator (MS
Exchange Server), MCITP - Enterprise Messaging Administrator 2010 (MS
Exchange Server), MCITP - Enterprise Project Management with Microsoft
Office Project Server 2007, MCITP - Lync Server Administrator (MS Lync
Server), MCITP - Server Administrator on Windows 2008 (Windows Server),
MCITP - SharePoint Administrator 2010 (MS SharePoint Server), MCITP Windows Server 2008 R2, Virtualization Administrator (Windows Server)
o Server-MCSA = 365 - Windows Server Administration, 409 - Server
Virtualization with Windows Server Hyper-V and System Center, 410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012
, 411 - Administering
Windows Server 2012 , 412 - Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012
Services , 475 - Designing and Implementing Big Data Analytics Solutions,
533 - Implementing Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Solutions, 534 Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions, MCSA - Messaging on Microsoft
Windows 2000 Server, MCSA - Messaging on Windows Server 2003, MCSA
- on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server, MCSA - on Windows Server 2003,
MCSA - Security on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server, MCSA - Security on
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Windows Server 2003, MCSA - Windows Server 2008, MCSA - Windows
Server 2012, MCSA - Windows Server 2016
o Server-MCSE = 247 - Configuring and Deploying a Private Cloud, 331 Core Solutions of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013, 332 - Advanced
Solutions of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013, 341 - Core Solutions of
Microsoft Exchange Server 2013, 342 - Advanced Solutions of Microsoft
Exchange Server 2013, 345 - Designing and Deploying Microsoft Exchange
Server 2016, MCSE - Cloud Platform & Infrastructure 2016, MCSE - Cloud
Platform and Infrastructure 2012, MCSE - Communication 2012, MCSE Messaging 2012, MCSE - Messaging 2016, MCSE - Messaging on Microsoft
Windows 2000 Server, MCSE - Messaging on Windows Server 2003, MCSE on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server, MCSE - on Windows Server 2003,
MCSE - Private Cloud 2012, MCSE - Productivity 2016, MCSE - Security on
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server, MCSE - Security on Windows Server 2003,
MCSE - Server Infrastructure 2012, MCSE - Sharepoint 2012, MCSE Sharepoint 2016, Microsoft Project, Microsoft Specialist certification in
Microsoft Exchange Server 2016
o Server-MCTS = MCTS - Enterprise Project Management with Microsoft
Office Project Server 2007, MCTS - Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 –
Configuration, MCTS - Microsoft Exchange Server 2010, Configuration,
MCTS - Microsoft Forefront Client and Server – Configuration, MCTS Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 - Application Development, MCTS Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 – Configuration, MCTS - Microsoft
SQL Server 2005, MCTS - Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
2007, Configuration, MCTS - Microsoft System Center Operations Manager
2007, Configuration, MCTS - Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine
Manager 2008, Configuration, MCTS - SharePoint 2010, Application
Development, MCTS - SharePoint 2010, Configuration, MCTS - System
Center Configuration Manager 2012, MCTS - Windows Essential Business
Server 2008, Configuration, MCTS - Windows Server 2003 Hosted
Environments, Configuration and Management, MCTS - Windows Server
2008 Active Directory Configuration, MCTS - Windows Server 2008
Applications Infrastructure Configuration, MCTS - Windows Server 2008
Network Infrastructure Configuration, MCTS - Windows Server 2008 R2,
Server Virtualization, MCTS - Windows Small Business Server 2008,
Configuration
o Server-MTA = 413 - Designing and Implementing a Server Infrastructure,
414 - Implementing an Advanced Server Infrastructure
Prince2foundation = Prince II Foundation, Prince2 Foundation
Scrum (https://www.scrumalliance.org/certifications):
o Scrumproductowner = Scrum - Certified Scrum Product Owner, Scrum Professional Scrum Product Owner – Level I
o Scrumfoundations = Scrum - Certified Scrum Professional, Scrum Professional Scrum Foundations
o Scrummaster = Scrum - Certified ScrumMaster, Scrum - Professional Scrum
Master – Level I, Scrum Master (PSM I), Scrum PSM I
CompTIASecurity = SY0-401 – Security+
TmapNext = TMapNEXT Test Engineer, TMapNEXT Test Manager
(https://www.exin.com/NL/nl/examens/&exam=tmap-next-test-manager)
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TOGAFv8v9 = TOGAF 8 Certification, TOGAF 9 Advanced, TOGAF 9
Certification (https://www.opengroup.org/togaf9/cert/docs/indiv.html)
VCA = VCA 1, VCA 2, VCA VOL (https://www.vcacursus.nl/basis-vca-of-vol-vca/)
Vmware (https://mylearn.vmware.com/portals/certification/):
o Vmwaredesktopandmobility = VCA6-DTM - Vmware Certified Associate 6
– Desktop and Mobility, VCA-WM, VCP6-DTM - Vmware Certified
Professional 6 – Desktop and Mobility
o Vmwaredatacentervirtualization = VCA-DCV, VCAP5-DCA, VCAP5DCD, VCP5-DCV, VCP5-DT, VCP6-DCV - VMware Certified Professional
6 – Data Center Virtualization
o Vmwarecloud = VCA-Cloud, VCP-Cloud
o Vmwareworkforcemobility = VCA-WM
o Vmwarecertifiedprofessional = VCP2 - VMware Certified Professional,
VCP3 - VMware Certified Professional, VCP4 - VMware Certified
Professional, VCP5 - VMware Certified Professional
o Vmwaresales = VSP - VMware Sales Professional, VTSP - Vmware
Technical Sales Professional
VCS = Veritas Cluster Server for UNIX, Veritas Storage Foundation for UNIX
(https://www.veritas.com/en/se/services/education-services/certification/exams/vcs255)
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Appendix C – Data transformation of available capabilities
Step 1

The first step includes the merging of the all the capability items of one
employee in one cell, this is necessary to make proper analysis possible. The
column employee and capability item column, represent respectively the name
of the employee and one single capability item, for example leadership or
creative. For the purpose of this thesis, one row must highlight one column
with the name of the employee and one column with all the capabilities items
of that particular employee.

Step 2

A new column total capability items need to be made, this column represents
all the capability items of that particular employee in either the field of
certificates, skills or keywords. This is done by adding capability items if the
column employee name is the same as the row before.

Step 3

Another new column needs to be made where a 1 needs to appear when the
employee name is not the same as the new row employee name otherwise a 0
needs to appear. Moreover, a filter on the 1-0 column needs to be made, where
only the rows that represent a 1 are selected.

Step 4

The employee names column and corresponding capability items column needs
to be copied to a new worksheet. This new worksheet21 represents a list of all
the active employees with their capability items (three worksheets for
certificates, skills and keywords).

Step 5

The aggregate of the certificates, skills and keywords databases is necessary to
visualize the total available capabilities of a firm. The worksheets that
represent the list of all the active employees with their total capabilities items
are all copied and paste to a new worksheet underneath each other. Two
columns are shown, one with the employee name and one with the capabilities
items. A sortation of the employee names on alphabetical order is done. Some
employee names will appear three times because corresponding employees
filled out certificates, skills and keywords. There are other employees that for
example only filled out skills and therefore will be shown only once.

Step 6

The following step includes the merging of all the capability items of one
employee in one cell, this is necessary to make proper analysis possible (same
procedure as applied for the individual capabilities indicators). One row must
highlight one column with the name of the employee and one column with all
the capability items of that particular employee. A new column total
capabilities need to be made this column represents all the capabilities of that
particular employee. This is done by adding capabilities if the column
employee name is the same as the row before.

Step 7

Subsequently, the same 1-0 column as for the independent capability
indicators is made. Thus, a new column is constructed. The formula shows an

21

To make analysis by ‘KH Coder’ possible the worksheets needs to cleaned. All the ;, ,, &, |, \, /, #, > and <
need to be removed. When this is done, the worksheet needs to be saved as a Text (Tab delimited).
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1 when the employee name is not the same as the new row employee name
otherwise a 0 needs to appear. Afterwards, a filter on the 1-0 column must
show only the rows that represent a 1. The cells in this column show the total
capabilities an employee has.
Step 8

Finally, the employee names column and corresponding total capabilities
column needs to be copied to a new worksheet. This new worksheet21
represents a list of all the active employees with their total capabilities items.
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Appendix D – Data transformation of commerciallyexploited capabilities
Step 1

The names of project supervisors and employees that work on a project in the
same portfolio are copied and pasted on a novel worksheet. Some people work
on more than one project in one portfolio.

Step 2

The list of employees working in a portfolio needs to consist of only unique
employees. The unique employees list is copied and pasted in a column next to
the worksheet made of the available capabilities that is a list of all the active
employees with their total capabilities.

Step 3

The next step consists of the construction of a new column. Cells in this
column show the available capabilities of employees. However, this is done
when the employees are working in a typical portfolio and the column matches
the active employees’ column.

Step 4

The new values are copied to another new worksheet and can be saved as a
Text (Tab delimited). This procedure is done for the five different portfolios,
the undefined portfolio, and the aggregate of the five defined and one
undefined portfolios.
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Appendix E – Data transformation of occurrence,
correlation matrix capabilities in projects to a readable
‘VOSviewer’ file
Step 1

First the same eight steps as in Appendix C – Data transformation of available
capabilities is done (only for certificates and skills).

Step 2

Thereafter the same methods as applied in Appendix D – Data transformation
of commercially-exploited capabilities is used. The column name of all the
employees is related to a column name of the employees working on projects.

Step 3

In this worksheet two new columns are made, one with the names of the people
working in projects and one with the projects numbers in which projects they
work for.

Step 4

A new worksheet is made where the first column represents the name of the
employee with their project number in front (exclusive id-number), the next
column are the projects they work in P1-P314. Next column consists of their
name and their after are all the skills and certificates employees have
documented in separate cells.

Step 5

A new worksheet is made were every row represent an employee with one skill
or certificate. A VLOOKUP function to the worksheet of Step 4 is applied.

Step 6

Another new occurrence table is made, in the first column the identical
certificates are listed, in the second column abbreviations for the certificates
and skills are listed (cert1, cert2, skill1, skill 2 and so on). The rows represent
projects 1 to 314. A COUNTIFS function is used to match if the first column
made in this worksheet matches a cell made in the worksheet of Step 5 (skills),
and additionally if it matches the project number. When these match the
number should be counted.

Step 7

A new worksheet is made with a correlation matrix for all the projects, on the
first row and column all the 314 projects are listed and with a
SUMPRODUCT function searches in the worksheet of Step 6 a correlation is
matrix is made.

Step 8

Lastly a Pajek .net file needs to be made here for the first two columns
represent a project number that correlates with another project number. The
third column is the correlation. The first column represents the three columns
together. Those are copied to a notepad file and saved on a .net file, together
with all the names of the projects and their number.

Step 9

A .net file is loaded in to ‘Pajek’ the network is drawn and saved. This saved
.net file is loaded into ‘VOSviewer’.
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Appendix F – Data transformation of co-occurrence
network to ‘VOSviewer’ readable file
Step 1

The ‘KH coder’ co-occurrence network graphs are exported to R files.

Step 2

The next step is to start the program ‘R’ by opening the Rgui windows batch
file in the ‘KH coder’ folder. Type the following information in the R console.
The ‘R’ program will generate a .net file. This file is readable by another
program called ‘Pajek22’.
source("Location name of .r file")
n3 <- set.vertex.attribute(
n2,
"id",
(0+new_igraph):(length(get.vertex.attribute(n2,"name"))-1+new_igraph),
colnames(d)[ as.numeric( get.vertex.attribute(n2,"name") ) ]

)
n3 <- set.vertex.attribute(
n3,
"xfact",
(0+new_igraph):(length(get.vertex.attribute(n2,"name"))-1+new_igraph),
v_size * 0.5
)
n3 <- set.vertex.attribute(
n3,
"yfact",
(0+new_igraph):(length(get.vertex.attribute(n2,"name"))-1+new_igraph),
v_size * 0.5
)
write.graph(n3, "Location name of the new .net file", format="pajek")
Step 3

Open the ‘Pajek’ program and read the .net file in the network visualizer
(Higuchi, 2014).

Step 4

Afterwards draw the network graph and save the file. The file needs to be
saved because ‘Pajek’ will attach the coordinates of the items of the particular
network graph.

Step 5

The next step involves overwriting the file by saving the .net file again. Now
the file is ready and it can be opened with ‘VOSviewer’.

22

The Pajek program is a program for large network Analysis and can be downloaded at http://vlado.fmf.unilj.si/pub/networks/pajek/ .
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Appendix G - Indicator Certificates
The classification applied diminished the certifications from 374 to 146 distinct certificates
classification with the same knowledge base. All these certificates are divided between 697
employees. This means that there are employees without certificates or they did not insert
their certificates. An occurrence table in Table 17 shows the top 20 certificates documented
of the employees (see Appendix H for the top 60 occurrence table).
Table 17: Top 20 high occurrence certificates items
Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 146)

Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 146)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

534
485
284
258
254
158
135
128
118
118

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

117
113
103
98
89
87
81
77
77
71

CCAvirtualization
ITILpractionerv1v2
Applications-MOS
PRINCE2Practitioner
Desktop-MCITP
CCAnetworking
BISLFoundation
AgilePMfoundation
Scrummaster
prince2foundation

ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCSA
PRINCE2foundation
Server-MCSE
Server-MCTS
ITILintermediate
IPMAprojectmanagement
Server-MCITP
Desktop-MCSA
Desktop-MCTS

Of the total 146 distinct certificates a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A
words term frequency of minimal 2, results in 99 selected words. A filter on the edges on the
top 60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of
‘KH coder’ in Figure 16. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is
possible to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 2 and all the links 1426 are
visualized for the clustered co-occurrence network23 this is depicted in Figure 17 and
designed with the use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the certificates items that have the highest link
strengths, Table 18 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix I for the whole list).
Table 18: Top 20 high link strength certificates items
Rankin
g
1

Item (total 99)
ITILfoundationv1v2v3

Link
strength
4,8367

2

PRINCE2foundation

4,7176

3

Server-MCSA

4,4778

4

Server-MCTS

4,176

5
6
7
8
9
10

Server-MCSE
IPMAprojectmanagement
Server-MCITP
Desktop-MCTS
BISLFoundation
PRINCE2Practitioner

3,9279
3,8307
3,7702
3,7318
3,4708
3,3185

23

Cluster Ranking Item (total 99)
Nr
2
OracleRightNowCXCloudService
11
2012CertifiedImplementationSpecialist
1
OracleRightNowCXCloudService
12
2012PreSalesSpecialist
2
OracleRightNowCXCloudService
13
2012SalesSpecialist
2
OracleRightNowCXCloudService
14
SupportSpecialist
2
ManagementofRiskM_o_RFoundation
15
1
CCAvirtualization
16
2
AgilePMfoundation
17
2
ITILintermediate
18
1
Desktop-MCITP
19
1
Scrummaster
20

Adjustment of the parameters: attraction 2, repulsion 0
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Link
strength
3,0152

Cluster
Nr
6

3,0152

6

3,0152

6

3,0152

6

2,946
2,8913
2,868
2,7427
2,6374
2,6032

1
2
1
1
2
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 17 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 19.
Table 19: Between and within link strength clusters of certificates items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
15,2796
5,6834
0,2392
0,3929
0
0

2
3,4799
19,1931
0,401
0,6628
0,0714
0

3
1,8484
4,373
4,524
0,9685
0,0714
0
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4
3,44
2,4737
0,3142
2,5646
0
0

5
0,9394
0,4956
0,1429
0,0919
1,2389
0

6
0,0528
0,008
0
0
0
6

Figure 16: Certificates mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,186) ‘N 41 (101), E 60 (1426), D ,073’

Figure 17: Certificates mapped (consisting of 99 nodes, 6 clusters, 1426 links and 74,95 as total link strength)
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Appendix H – top 60 occurrence table certificates items
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Appendix I – 99 items total link strength certificates items
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Appendix J - Indicator Skills
The second analysis explores the content of the skills of employees available in the KMS of
the firm. This skills item set is recently cleaned by employees of the focal firm. In total
16.132 skills are listed by employees divided in 589 different skill items. Table 20, indicates
the top 20 of the most occurred skills (see Appendix K for the top 60 occurrence table).
Table 20: Top 20 high occurrence skills items
Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 589)

Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 589)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

317
292
234
228
226
225
214
175
167
162

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

161
151
143
142
141
140
139
138
135
133

DigitalWorkspace
Prince2
Windows7
Excel
WindowsXPProfessional
ITILV3
MicrosoftOffice
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
WindowsServer2008
WindowsServer2003

Windows8
Projectleiding
Coaching
Teamleiding
DataManagement
Leidinggeven
ITILIncidentMgt
Visio
Analytisch
Communicatiefvaardig

Of the total 589 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 50, results in 100 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 18. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 50 and all the links 4930 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 19 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the skills items that have the highest link
strengths, Table 21 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix L for the whole
list).
Table 21: Top 20 high link strength skills items
Ranking

link strength

Item total (100)

Cluster Nr

Ranking

link strength

Item total (100)

Cluster Nr

1

20,9531

2

11

18,4737

ITILIncidentMgt

4

2

20,8615

2

12

18,3851

Projectconsultancy

2

3
4
5
6

20,2512
19,838
19,8245
19,756

2
2
2
2

13
14
15
16

18,3106
18,1958
18,1836
18,1634

Excel
Coaching
Prince2
ITILConfigurationMgt

1
2
2
4

7
8
9

19,3269
18,7579
18,7506

Projectplanning
enbesturing
Projectopzeten
organisatiestructuur
ProjectPlanning
Projectleiding
Projectevaluatie
Implementatie
management
RisicoAnalyse
Visio
RisicoImpactAnalyse

2
1
2

17
18
19

18,098
17,9266
17,845

4
2
1

10

18,7153

Projectadministratie

2

20

17,6573

ITILProblemMgt
Projectbudgeting
WindowsXP
Professional
ITILServiceLevelMgt

4

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 19 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 22.
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Table 22: Between and within link strength clusters of skills items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4

1
168,9581
64,9813
10,3535
27,2827

2
66,9377
218,6826
9,341
43,7398
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3
16,8393
12,7279
12,4356
1,6769

4
18,3873
22,996
1,167
18,6587

Figure 18: Skills mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,487) ‘N 37 (100), E 60 (4930), D .09’

Figure 19: Skills mapped (consisting of 100 nodes, 4 clusters, 4930 links and 715,17 as total link strength)
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Appendix K – top 60 occurrence table skills items
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Appendix L – 100 items total link strength skills items
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Appendix M - Indicator Keywords
The third analysis explores the content of the keywords of employees available in the KMS
of the firm. In total 7864 keywords are listed by employees divided in 3014 different
keywords items. Table 23, indicates the top 20 of the most occurred keywords (See Appendix
N for the top 60 occurrence table).
Table 23: Top 20 high occurrence keywords items
Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 3014)

Ranking

Occurrence

Item (3014)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

415
251
233
231
201
163
106
89
74
70

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

59
56
55
52
46
44
41
40
39
38

TechnischConsultant
SCRUM
MCSA
TechnischSpecialist
IPA-D
mr
MCSE
ITILV3
PRINCE2Foundation
consultant

T
OnSiteSupport
P
ServiceDesk
M
ITIL
PRINCE2
ProjectManager
sr
BusinessConsultant

Of the total 589 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 10, results in 96 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 20. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 10 and all the links 2136 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 21 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the keywords items that have the highest link
strengths, Table 24 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix O for the whole
list).
Table 24: Top 20 high link strength keywords items
Ranking

Link strength Item (total 96)

ClusterNr Ranking

Link strength

Item (total 96)

ClusterNr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4,9056
4,8381
4,0296
3,9998
3,9579
3,8862
3,5482
3,4612
3,2671
3,2421

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
2

3,2118
3,1825
3,0644
3,0427
3,0419
2,9988
2,9459
2,9095
2,8712
2,8237

BusinessConsultant
TechnischSpecialist
mr
AGILE
Teamleider
MCSA
TechnischConsultant
PRINCE2Practitioner
BISL
MCSE

1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

P
M
ITIL
ProjectManager
PRINCE2
SCRUM
IPA-D
sr
T
Migraties

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 21 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 25.
Table 25: Between and within link strength clusters of keywords items
ClusterNr
1
2
3
4

1
28,4154
4,6695
3,0607
0,9844

2
7,4979
20,7637
1,8027
2,4223
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3
13,5159
4,0301
10,8716
0,7516

4
0,6379
0,1731
0
2,4354

Figure 20: Keywords mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,158) ‘N 63 (96), E 62 (2136), D .032’

Figure 21: Keywords mapped (consisting of 96 nodes, 4 clusters, 2136 links and 102,03 as total link strength)
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Appendix N – top 60 occurrence table keywords items
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Appendix O – 96 items total link strength keywords items
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Appendix P - top 60 occurrence table available capabilities
items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Occur Ranki
ence ng2 Item3
31
571
Business
32
489
Teamleiding
33
452
Analytisch
34
410
DataManagement
35
329
Visio

Item
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCSA
PRINCE2
T
PRINCE2foundation
DigitalWorkspacePortfo
lioActualchoice
312
ITIL
283
support
278
consultant
Server-MCTS
Server-MCSE

272
257
253

Onsite
ServiceDesk
Excel
Windows7
WindowsXPProfessiona
l
MicrosoftOffice
P

250
238
237
234

M
Management
Technisch
MicrosoftIdentityMana
gement
Coaching
WindowsServer2008
ITILV3
WindowsServer2003

191
190
176

Project
Windows8
ITILintermediate

159
159
158

Projectleiding

153
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225
214
196

175
168
166
164
160

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Occure
nce4
151
150
149
147
139

ITILIncidentMgt
Leidinggeven
IPMA
IPMAprojectmanage
ment
Desktop-MCTS
SCRUM
Communicatiefvaardi
g
Klantgericht
Desktop-MCSA
ITILServiceLevelMgt

138
138
136

ProjectPlanning
Server-MCITP
ITILProblemMgt
Projectplanningenbes
turing
Manager
Foundation

126
125
122

MCSA
Applications-MOS
CCAvirtualization
Access
SWOTanalysis
Implementatiemanag
ement
ITILpractionerv1v2
Leergierig
Projectopzetenorgani
satiestructuur

118
117
117
115
115

136
134
131
129
129
128
127

122
121
120

111
111
111
108

Appendix Q – 100 items total link strength available
capabilities items
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Appendix R - Indicator Internet of Things (IoT)
The first analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the IoT portfolio. In total 55 items
are listed by employees divided in 21 different items. Table 26, indicates the all of the
occurred items that occur more than once.
Table 26: Occurrence items IoT
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Occurrence
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

Item
Server-MCTS
Server-MCSA
Server-MCSE
Applications-MOS
Desktop-MCTS
IPMAprojectmanagement
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Prince2
T
DigitalWorkspace
InformationSecurity
Foundation-management

Ranking
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Occurrence
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Item
ITIL
Linux
MCSE
P
PRINCE2foundation
PRINCE2Practitioner
Projectleiding
Server-MCITP
TMAP
TMapNext

The total 21 distinct IoT items are visualized. A words term frequency of minimal 2,
results these 21 words. All 149 edges are shown in the co-occurrence network that is
represented with the use of ‘KH coder’ in Figure 22. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity
normalization technique it is possible to map almost all nodes and there clusters in another
co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 23 and designed with the use of
‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 27 indicate the link strengths.
Table 27: Link strength IoT items
Ranking

Link strength Item

ClusterNr Ranking

Link strength Item

ClusterNr

1

12,8333

Server-MCSA

1

12

11,3333

2

2
3

12,8333
12,8333

1
1

13
14

11,3333
11,3333

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12,8333
12,8333
12,8333
12,8333
12,8333
11,3333
11,3333
11,3333

Server-MCSE
ITILfoundation
v1v2v3
ITIL
MCSE
P
TMAP
TMapNext
Server-MCTS
Applications-MOS
Desktop-MCTS

InformationSecurity
Foundation-management
Projectleiding
Server-MCITP

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11,0000
9,6667
9,6667
9,6667
9,6667
5,1667
4,8333

T
IPMAprojectmanagement
Prince2
PRINCE2foundation
PRINCE2Practitioner
DigitalWorkspace
Linux

1
2
2
2
2
1
1

2
2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 23 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 28.
Table 28: Between and within link strength clusters of IoT items
ClusterNr
1
2

1
41,5
22,4994
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2
18,166
33

Figure 22: IoT items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,333) ‘N21 (21), E 149 (149), D .924’

Figure 23: IoT items mapped (consisting of 21 nodes, 2 clusters, 194 links and 617,72 as total link strength)
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Appendix S – Indicator Adoption and Transformation
The second analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the Adoption and Transformation
portfolio. In total 3739 items are listed by employees divided in 878 different items. Table 29,
indicates the top 20 of the most occurred items (see Appendix T for the top 100 occurrence
table).
Table 29: Top 20 high occurrence items Adoption and Transformation
Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 878)

Ranking

Occurrence Item (total 878)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

93
87
86
82
80
80
70
49
44
40

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

37
34
34
33
31
30
28
28
28
27

ITILfoundationv1v2v3
DigitalWorkspace
support
Onsite
ServiceDesk
T
Server-MCSA
PRINCE2
ITIL
Applications-MOS

Desktop-MCSA
M
PRINCE2foundation
Windows7
Communicatiefvaardig
Excel
Klantgericht
MicrosoftOffice
P
Analytisch

Of the total 878 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 9, results in 103 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 24. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 9 and all the links 4654 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 25 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 30 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix U for the whole list).
Table 30: Top 20 high link strength A&T items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link
strength
20,3004
19,6218
18,8784
18,7547
18,3014
18,0433
17,3942
17,2344
17,1974
16,974

Item (total 103)

ClusterNr Ranking

PRINCE2
Leidinggeven
PRINCE2foundation
ITILIncidentMgt
Teamleiding
Coaching
WindowsXPProfessional
Excel
P
ITILServiceLevelMgt

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Link
strength
16,9675
16,9236
16,5669
16,4161
16,3821
16,3367
16,3279
16,3141
16,1605
15,9786

Item (total 103)

ClusterNr

Delegeren
M
ITILServiceDeskHelpdesk
Projectplanningenbesturing
SWOTanalysis
Visio
Coordineren
ITILProblemMgt
Windows7
Windows8

3
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 25 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 31.
Table 31: Between and within link strength clusters of A&T items
ClusterNr
1
2
3

1
206,0533
71,4371
53,5085
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2
34,8112
97,1166
24,286

3
49,8967
45,5895
61,1321

Figure 24: Adoption and Transformation items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,532) ‘N 45 (103), E 60 (4654), D .061’

Figure 25: A&T items mapped (consisting of 103 nodes, 3 clusters, 4654 links and 643,83 as total link strength)
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Appendix T – top 100 occurrence table Adoption and
Transformation

85

Appendix U – 100 items total link strength A&T items
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Appendix V - Indicator Application and Data
The third analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the Application and Data portfolio.
In total 3074 items are listed by employees divided in 889 different items. Table 32, indicates
the top 20 of the most occurred items (see Appendix W for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 32: Top 20 high occurrence items Application and Data
Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 889)

Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 889)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

48
42
41
37
35
34
28
27
26
25

ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCSA
PRINCE2
consultant
T
PRINCE2foundation
Windows7
Excel
ITILV3
SQL

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

24
24
24
22
22
22
22
22
21
20

ITIL
MicrosoftOffice
Server-MCTS
DigitalWorkspace
P
Server-MCSE
WindowsServer2008
WindowsXPProfessional
ITILintermediate
M

Of the total 889 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 8, results in 96 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top 60
is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 26. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 7 and all the links 4654 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 27 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 33 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix X for the whole list).
Table 33: Top 20 high Link strength A&D items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link
strength
20,776
20,5609
19,9757
19,0161
18,7529
18,7526
18,4296
18,3596
17,9412
17,703

Item

ClusterNr Ranking

Windows7
WindowsXPProfessional
Excel
Visio
Server-MCSA
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
MicrosoftOffice
ITILV3
PRINCE2
Access

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Link
strength
17,6698
17,2847
17,1854
17,1585
16,9013
16,8642
16,8614
16,5113
16,4809
16,4012

Item

ClusterNr

WindowsServer2008
T
WindowsServer2003
Windows8
ITIL
SQL
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
SWOTanalysis
PRINCE2foundation
ApplicationsSharepoint

2
2
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 27 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 34.
Table 34: Between and within link strength clusters of A&D items
ClusterNr
1
2
3

1
122,2466
95,4379
25,2877

2
36,0951
132,4969
26,0257
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3
29,6933
65,2932
71,3846

Figure 26: A&D items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,5) ‘N 55 (96), E 60 (3837), D .04’

Figure 27: A&D items mapped (consisting of 96 nodes, 3 clusters, 3837 links and 603,96 as total link strength)
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Appendix W - top 100 occurrence table Application and
Data

89

Appendix X – 96 items total link strength A&D items
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Appendix Y - Indicator Cloud Infrastructure & Hosting
The fourth analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the Cloud Infrastructure and Hosting
portfolio. In total 3196 items are listed by employees divided in 880 different items. Table 35,
indicates the top 20 of the most occurred items (see Appendix Z for the top 100 occurrence
table).
Table 35: Top 20 high occurrence items Cloud Infrastructure & Hosting
Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 880)

Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 880)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

49
44
44
41
38
37
37
31
31
28

Server-MCSA
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Server-MCTS
PRINCE2
Server-MCSE
PRINCE2foundation
T
Technisch
WindowsXPProfessional
ITILV3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

28
28
27
27
25
24
24
22
21
21

MicrosoftIdentityManagement
consultant
Windows7
WindowsServer2008
Excel
Server-MCITP
WindowsServer2003
Cloud
ITIL
TCPIP

Of the total 880 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 8, results in 103 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 28. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 8 and all the links 4705 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 29 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 36 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AA for the whole list).
Table 36: Top 20 high Link strength C&H items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link
strength
26,1268
25,4102
24,1948
23,9779
23,7083
23,6236
23,586
23,4957
22,2727
22,1456

Item

ClusterNr Ranking

WindowsXPProfessional
Excel
WindowsServer2003
Windows7
WindowsServer2008
ITILV3
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
PRINCE2
TCPIP
MicrosoftOffice

1
3
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Link
strength
21,8018
21,3823
21,1224
20,9522
20,5273
20,506
20,428
20,2696
20,2071
20,0239

Item

ClusterNr

ITILServiceLevelMgt
T
FTP
Windows8
Technisch
Leidinggeven
ITILProblemMgt
Visio
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
PRINCE2foundation

2
1
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 29 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 37.
Table 37: Between and within link strength clusters of C&H items
ClusterNr
1
2
3

1
217,3993
40,958
55,8487

2
138,2212
139,7386
65,4415
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3
79,0497
27,2603
47,3696

Figure 28: C&H items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,529) ‘N 53 (103), E 65 (4705), D .047’

Figure 29: C&H items mapped (consisting of 103 nodes, 3 clusters, 4705 links and 811,29 as total link strength)
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Appendix Z - top 100 occurrence table Cloud infrastructure
and Hosting
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Appendix AA - 103 items total link strength C&H items
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Appendix AB - Indicator Digital Workspace
The fifth analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the Digital Workspace portfolio. In
total 7207 items are listed by employees divided in 1266 different items. Table 38, indicates
the top 20 of the most occurred items (see Appendix AC for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 38: Top 20 high occurrence items Digital workspace
Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 1266)

Ranking

Occurrence

Item (total 1266)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

168
146
143
125
113
103
99
93
83
80

Server-MCSA
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
T
DigitalWorkspace
support
Onsite
Servicedesk
PRINCE2
Server-MCTS
Server-MCSE

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

70
67
63
58
57
54
54
53
53
52

Windows7
WindowsXPProfessional
ITIL
PRINCE2foundation
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
Applications-MOS
Technisch
MicrosoftOffice
WindowsServer2008
Windows8

Of the total 880 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 16, results in 96 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 30. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 16 and all the links 4356 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 31 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 39 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AD for the whole list).
Table 39: Top 20 high Link strength Digital Workspace items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Link
strength
21,3724
21,1866
21,0277
20,7964
20,6841
20,3168
19,1053
18,6415
18,4881
18,1343

Item

ClusterNr Ranking

WindowsXPProfessional
WindowsServer2008
Windows7
Windows8
WindowsServer2003
MicrosoftIdentityManagement
MicrosoftOffice
TCPIP
Excel
Server-MCSA

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Link
strength
17,7058
17,168
17,0869
16,4885
16,3261
16,0565
15,9042
15,6686
15,5599
15,5424

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Item

ClusterNr

Visio
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Technisch
Server-MCSE
iOS
Linux
Android
VMwareESX
ExchangeServer
PRINCE2

1
3
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 31 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 40.
Table 40: Between and within link strength clusters of Digital Workspace items
ClusterNr 1

2

3

4

1

143,6089 41,9975 17,1994 30,4542

2

33,0822

60,026 5,0737 9,8314

3

53,378

25,4834 39,4676 18,7231

4

51,4711

22,2519 7,528
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27,5954

Figure 30: Digital Workspace items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,464) ‘N 39 (96), E 60 (4356), D .081’

Figure 31: Digital Workspace items mapped (consisting of 96 nodes, 4 clusters, 4356 links and 587,18 as total link strength)
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Appendix AC – top 100 occurrence table Digital Workspace
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Appendix AD – 96 items total link strength Digital
Workspace items
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Appendix AE - Indicator Security
The sixth analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the Security portfolio. In total 684
items are listed by employees divided in 392 different items. Table 41, indicates the top 20 of
the most occurred items (see Appendix AF for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 41: Top 20 high occurrence items Security
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
10
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
6

Item (total 392)
PRINCE2
ITILpractionerv1v2
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
Management
consultant
IPMA
Leidinggeven
P
PRINCE2foundation
Coaching

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Item (total 392)
Projectleiding
DataManagement
ITIL
ITILintermediate
ITILServiceLevelMgt
M
Projectopzetenorganisatiestructuur
ProjectPlanning
RisicoAnalyse
SWOTanalysis

Of the total 392 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 3, results in 63 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top 60
is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 32. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 3 and all the links 1727 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 33 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 42 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AG for the whole list).
Table 42: Top 20 high Link strength Security items
Ranking
1
2
3

Link strength
26,7381
26,7302
25,7028

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

25,6536
24,5194
24,0472
23,6813
23,5664
23,0857
22,5048

Item
Projectleiding
ProjectPlanning
Projectopzeten
organisatiestructuur
ITILFinancialMgt
PRINCE2foundation
PRINCE2
RisicoAnalyse
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
ITILConfigurationMgt
Leidinggeven

ClusterNr
1
2
1

Ranking
11
12
13

Link strength
22,5048
22,429
21,9131

Item
Transitiemanagement
consultant
Projectbudgeting

ClusterNr
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21,9131
21,7821
21,3496
21,3496
21,3496
21,1012
21,0048

Projectplanningenbesturing
Access
Excel
HTML
SQL
Coaching
ITILProblemMgt

1
3
3
3
3
1
2

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 33 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 43.
Table 43: Between and within link strength clusters of Security items
ClusterNr
1
2
3

1
134,8639
42,0386
26,1627
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2
82,6667
77,523
36,4166

3
80,8025
39,2663
55,6671

Figure 32: Security items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,714) ‘N 48 (63), E 64 (1727), D .057’

Figure 33: Security items mapped (consisting of 63 nodes, 3 clusters, 1727 links and 575,40 as total link strength)
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Appendix AF - top 100 occurrence table Security
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Appendix AG - 63 items total link strength Security items
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Appendix AH - Indicator Undefined
The seventh analysis of the commercially-exploited capabilities explores the content of the
concept available capabilities of employees operating in the undefined portfolio. In total 731
items are listed by employees divided in 476 different items. Table 44, indicates the top 20 of
the most occurred items (see Appendix AI for the top 100 occurrence table).
Table 44: Top 20 high occurrence Undefined items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
15
11
9
9
8
7
7
6
6
6

Item (total 476)
PRINCE2
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
PRINCE2foundation
Server-MCSA
Server-MCTS
IPMAprojectmanagement
consultant
ITIL
Management
management

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4

Item (total 476)
Business
Cloud
Foundation
IPMA
IPMA-D
M
P
Technisch
VMWare
Azure

Of the total 476 distinct skills a selection to visualize the top 100 is made. A words
term frequency of minimal 2, results in 125 selected words. A filter on the edges on the top
60 is made to make a readable co-occurrence network that is represented with the use of ‘KH
coder’ in Figure 34. Moreover, with Linlog/Modularity normalization technique it is possible
to map almost all nodes with a frequency of minimal 2 and all the links 2646 are visualized
for the clustered co-occurrence network this is depicted in Figure 35 and designed with the
use of ‘VOSviewer’.
Furthermore, to give an indication of the items that have the highest link strengths,
Table 45 indicate the top 20 high link strengths (See Appendix AJ for the whole list).
Table 45: Top 20 high Link strength Undefined items
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occurrence
12,0619
12,5347
14,765
12,9659
19,2929
9,8481
17,6071
15,6371
17,9777
15,8375

Item
consultant
management
delivery
business
manager
sterk
PRINCE2
ITILfoundationv1v2v3
PRINCE2foundation
Server-MCSA

ClusterNr
1
1
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
2

Ranking
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Occurrence
13,1159
18,0841
12,3945
11,7242
8,4197
12,5535
8,3853
13,5489
15,4535
10,0998

Item
Server-MCTS
IPMAprojectmanagement
ITIL
Management
Business
Cloud
Foundation
IPMA
IPMA-D
M

ClusterNr
2
1
1
1
3
4
1
1
1
1

To support implications that can be drawn from figure 35 the strength between and
within link strength of clusters can be depicted in Table 46.
Table 46: Between and within link strength clusters of Undefined items
ClusterNr 1

2

3

4

1

109,7098 45,0524

2

6,0775

225,9266 15,2593 21,6953

3

25,5912

13,5773

206,9638 7,9999

4

5,1774

15,6912

9,5955
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55,6949 15,1226

23,4496

Figure 34: Undefined items mapped (Jaccard coefficient >= 0,2) ‘N 67 (125), E 104 (2646), D .047’

Figure 35: Undefined items mapped (consisting of 125 nodes, 4 clusters, 2646 links and 802,59 as total link strength)
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Appendix AI – top 100 occurrence table Undefined

105

Appendix AJ – 125 items total link strength Undefined
items

106

Appendix AK – top 100 occurrence commercially-exploited
capabilities

107

Appendix AL – 100 items total link strength Commerciallyexploited capabilities

108

Appendix AM – 314 items total link strength projects
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Appendix AN – top 100 occurrence Trend 1

110

Appendix AO - 98 items total link strength Trend 1
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Appendix AP – top 100 occurrence Trend 2

112

Appendix AQ - 98 items total link strength Trend 2
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Appendix AR – Semi structured interview
Firstly, respondent’s opinions about the high occurrence items tables are asked.
 What is your opinion of the table?
 Is the table representative for the portfolio?
 Would you have expected other items in the top 20?
Secondly, respondent’s opinions about the figures that represent the mapped items (that are
made with the ‘KH Coder’) are asked.
 What is your opinion about the figure?
 Do you see group of nodes that represent certain knowledge areas?
Thirdly, respondent’s opinions about the high link strength items table are asked.
 Would you expect to see these items?
Fourthly, respondent’s opinions about the figures that represent mapped items (that are made
with ‘VOSviewer’) are asked.
 Is this network representative for the knowledge in your portfolio?
 Do you see clusters that represent specific area in the organization?
 Are there other things you would have expected to see?
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